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ABSTRACT 

Interest in "the orientations ·and mobilities of the phosphate head 

groups ·;n the phospholipids of biological membranes has led to the 

adaptation of a nuclear magnetic res_onance spectrometer to perform high 
. . 

p<Jt~er multiple pulse 1 ine narrowing {WAHUHA) experiments and proton 

enhanced nuclear induction spectroscopy (PENIS) experiments on compounds 

containing31P. The effectiveness of the WAHUHA and PENIS experiments 

in removing homonuclear and heteronuclear dipolar broadening, respectively, 

has been assessed, the sensitivity of the 3lp chemical shift tensor to 

small perturbations in the tetrahedral environnent of 31 P in phosphate 

compounds has been determined, and chemical shift tensors have been 

obtained at 24.3 MHz from single crystals of a number of compounds. The 

results of these experiments indicate that the use of WAHUHA and PENIS 

experiments to study the phospholipids in menbranes is quite feasible. 

The effectiveness of the WAHUHA experiment in removing homonuclear 

dipolar interactions was shown by the linewidth reduction from 1 KHz to 

100 Hz in the spectra from a crystal of a-ca2P207" The residual line:.. 
- . 

width observed is believed to result from imperfections in the four 
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pulse WAHUHA cycle which may be removed through the use: of more· sophis-

t; cated eye les • 

The effectiveness of the PENIS experiment in removing heteronuclear 

dipolar broadening is shown by the reduction of linewidth from 5 -KHz to 

500 Hz in the spectra from a crystal of. phosphorylethanolamine. The 

residual linewidth in this case is attributed to 31 P homonuclear dipolar 

broadening. A: second important feature of·the PENIS experiment is the 
, . 

reducti_on in acquisition time by a factor of 6-60 whi-ch. is achieved~ 

This is possible because the 'H nuClei which determine the repetition 

rate in the PENIS experiment relax faster than do the 31 P nuclei; this 

latter relaxation time determines the repetition rate in the normal free 

induction decay experiments. 

The chemical shift tensors for a-Ca2P 2o7 were determined and found 

to have prinCipal values of 75.5, 39.0 and ;..45.8 ppm and 73.0, 47.2 and 

-44.0 ppm relative to 85% H3P04• The ·tensors were 'found to have orienta• 

tions such that the components occurring at lowest field are aligned 

along the P-O(P) bond directions. The esterification of the oxygen 

reduces the w character of the P-0 bond and therefore reduces its elec

tron density, making the P-O(P) direction relatively deshielded. 

The chemical shift tensor of CaH~o4 2H2o was found to have principal 

. values of 49.6, 0.8 ~nd -76.8 ppm relativ_e to 85% H3Po
4

, and t<:> be 

oriented such that the component occurring at lowest field is along the 

probable P-O(H) bond direction •. This direction is relatively deshielded 

because of the reduction of 1r character in the P-O(H) bond causes by th·e 

bonding of the hydrogen. The shift tensor for H3N+cH2cH20P03 -H was 

found to have principal values of68".6, -12.0 and -67.2 ppm relative to 

85% H3Po4• The orientation of the tensor is such that the component at 

,., 
•· 
• 

. 
~-

i ., 
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lowest field is in the deshielded plane containing the esterified 

(R)O-P-O(H) bonds. Of. the two remaining canponents, the Of'le occurring 

at lower field approximately bisects the 0-P-0 bond angle. These 

tensors are readily explainable in terms of the changes in bonding 

to the phosphate group, and therefore show a high degree of sensitivity 

to sma 11 perturbat 1 ons of the phosphate tetrahedro·n . 

• 

-~ .. 
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I. ~INTRODUCTION 
.. 

The long range goal of th·is research is the study of the behavior 

of the phospholipid head groups in biological membranes. using recently 

developed nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) techniques.·· In this intro

·duction the importance of ptiosphol ipids in membrane structure and 

function'will be discussed~ and a.simpledescriptioli of the'NMR 

techniques wi 11 be provided. ·. 

, A~ Phospholipids and Biological Membranes 

. :Biological membranes perform a somewhat unique functional role; 

they serve as the barriers isolating the cell contents. fran the 

environment. Everything which' enters or leaves the cell must pass in 

some way through the cell membrane, and the .outer surface of the· 

membrane is the cell•s only direct contact with. its envirorment. In 

addition, the membrane serves as the site of many of the metabolic·· 

functions of the cell. The membranes consist of three major components: 

proteins, lipids, and carbohydrates. In general the protein comprises 

somewhat over half the weight of the membrane, the lipid is approxi

mately 40% and the carbohydrate is 10% or less and is usually 

covelantly bound to either the protein or the 1 ipid. 1 · 

The membrane. proteins may be divided into two categories• integral 

and peripheral. 2 The peripheral proteins are easily removed from the 
. . . 

membrane by mild trea'bnents such as change ·of pH or ionic strength, 

·whereas the integral·proteins require harsh trea'bnent such as use of 
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detergents and surfactants for their removaL The peripher.al proteins,· 

as their name implies, are thought to be· only loosely associated with 

the membrane and generally resemble the cytoplasmic proteins. Integral 

proteins are quite different,· having a high percentage of hydrophobic 

amino ·acids- which are often grouped into a large hydrophobic regior.t: 2 

The lipid composition varies between classes of cells, but the 
' 

major classes of lipids found are phospholipids, glycolipids, ·sphingo~ . . . . 

lipids, and sterols. These lipids are amphipathic, containing both 

hydrophilic and hydrophobic r~gions. By far the most abundant class 

of 1 i pi ds is the phospholipids, 1 with. phosphate head groups arid two 
. . 

fatty acid tails bound to glycerol backbones • 
• ' . 

- ·The organization of the membrane components i~to a structural 

unit has been the .subject of much debate.l-4 lt has been generally 
. . . 

accepted that the phospholipids are arranged·in a bilayer with their 

hydrophobic tails facing inward and their hydrophilic head groups 

pointing outward, but the location' of the proteins has been i ri question. 

Recently the fluid mosaic model of Si~ger5 has gained widespread 

acceptance., This model· proposes that the integral protei n5 are 

intercalated in the phospholipid bilayer, with some proteins penetrating 

the bilayer only part way and sane extending all the way through. 

There is evidence to indicate that the· phospholipid matrix is fluid, 

allowing rapid lateral diffusion of both phosphol ipids 6 ~ 7 and proteins. 8 

The phospholipids are divided into classes according to the 

nature of the phosphate head groups, but within the classes there is 

still much heterogeniety due to the variety of fatty acids found and 
. 

their degree of unsaturation. Much work has been done in studying the 

nature of the fatty acids and how the fatty acid composition affects 
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membrane flu.idity. · For example it has b.een shown that the higher the 

degree of unsaturation, the more fluid the phospholipids9, 10 and that 
' 

organi.sms grown at different temperatures will have different fatty 

acid compositions to maintain the!ir membranes above the phospholipid 

thennal transition temperature. 11 In addition to being responsible for 
' ' ' 

the fluidity of the membranes,. th.e acyl' tails are 'also important for 
' . 

. . their hydrophobic interactions with the proteins in the membranes. 

The most conmon phospholipid head groups are choline' ethanolamine, 

serine;; and glycerol~ The fact that the head groups are on the surface 

of·the bilayer suggests that they are important as potential sites of 

interact i on wi th mo 1 ecu 1 es in the en vi ro rvnent of the ce 11 • As is the 

case with the acyl tails, the distribution of the head groups in 

membranes is non-random. and indicates that the different head groups 

are necessary for different specialized functions. The assyrrunetry in 

distribution has been shown for several model systems 12, 13· and,· in 

addition, it has been shown that the outer side of the erythrocyte 

membrane is very high in phosphatidylcholine, whereas the inner surface 
' 

is relatively high in phosphatidylserin~.l4, 15· It has ·be~n s~ggested 

that this asynmetric distribution is a coomon occurrence in all cells. 16 

The number of membrane-bound enzymes which require specific phospholipids 

for activizy is quite large',17 again indicating the importance and·· 

. specificity of the phospholipid head groups. 

Another area where the importance of the phospholipid head groups 

has been demonstrated is that of modulation of membrane fluidity. 

Michaelsonet a1. 18 found that inbilayer vesicles the .mobility of 

both ~e head group and acyl tails of phosphatidylethanolamine were 

dependent on the pH of the. medium, and thus the charge of the head 
/ 
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group •. The. phosphatidylethanoiamine was more fluid when the head 

group was ,negatively charged, and a~ physiological pH it was shown 

that phosphatidylethanolamine bilayers were less fluidthan phosphatidyl

choline b1la,Yers. Similarly it has be~n shown that th~ hennal phase 

transitions of a variety of phospholipids are dependent on the pH of :..; 

the medium and tre presence of ca2+ ions, 19 and that ca2+ ions are 

capable of causing phase separations in mixed bilayers of phosphatidyl- · 

choline and phosphatidylserine. 20 That the headgroups affect fluidity 

in actual biological membranes has been shown in work on S. aureus 

indicating that the head group composition is largely responsible for 

the nature of the permeability barrier of the membrane. 21 

The involvement of phospholipid head groups in interactions with 

drugs has been demonstrated in a number of instances. It has been 

shown that Gramaci din s interacts only with the polar regions of 

phosph~tidyl choline bil ayers, 22 and that histamine reacts specifically 

with phosphatidylserine and not with either phosphatidylcholine or 

phosphatidylethanolamine. 23 It has also been shown that the biguanide 
' ' 

metabolic inhibitors interact specifically with the aqueous lipid 

interface of the menbrane. 24 Singer, combining the asyrmietry of the 

phospholipid distribution with the knat~n specific interactions of 

certain amphipathic drugs, has suggested a bilayer couple model for 
. . . : 

the action of these drugs.l6 This model proposes that the two halves · 

of the bilayer respond differently to the drug, a 11 owing the drug to 

have a much greater effect than if it were interacting with only a 

monolayer. This proposition is an indication of the complexity possible 

in phospholipid action. 

The importance of phosph(Jlipids and their head groups in membrane 

. 
~· 
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structure and function is widespread, b~t the precise nature of'the 

interactions of the phospholipids with e·ither membrane proteins or 

extracellular agents is not known. In fact, the precise nature of 

phospholipid.:.phospholipid interactions is not understood, especially 

in the case of the head groups. For these reasons the development of 

two NMR techniques was undertaken in order to use 31 P NMR as a probe 

of phospholipid action. 

B.· Jlp NMR: Use .of WAHUHA and PENIS Experiments 

Over. the last few years the use of 3lp nuclear ·magnetic resonance 

as a probe of biologically interesting systems has grown considerably.l 2, 

13, 25 , 26 The use of 3lp NMR as a· probe of structure and envirorunent has 

the advantage that the 31 P nucleus is naturally-occurring in biological 

systems and it is not necessary to artificially perturb the systems by 

the inclusion of somewhat bulky probes such as those often used in 

electron spin·re~onance and fluorescence spectroscopy. 31P NMR is 

advantageous over lH and 13c NMR betause 31 P is found'in biological 

molecules in only a few chemically different environments, making the 

NMR spectra relatively easy to interpret. In addition, 31 P is the 

only naturally occurring phosphorous isotope and the 31 P gyromagnetic 

ratio is reasonably high, resulting in a strong NMR signal relative to 

other possible probe nuclei such as 15N and 13c. 

I . 

When the molecules being studied are tumbling rapidly in sol uti on, 

the NMR spectra seen contain narrow, well-defined resonances with 

frequencies representing the isotropic average of the chemical shift 

tensor ~· As the rate of tumbling shows down, the resonances broaden 

due· to the unavetaged dipolar coupling, and the chemical shift infonnation 
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.. 
is often masked. This is the cas.e with both solids. and solutions 

containing large slow-moving particles such as found in unsonicated 
.. 

lipid dispersions, membrane fragments, or biological cells. This 

_problem of line broadening ·has hampered NMR studies of the phospholipids 

. in membranes and whole cells, 25 as has the problem of ad~quate sensi

tivity to compensate for the low coneentration of phospholipid present. 12 

These problems are removed with the· use of the WAHUHA27 and PENrs28 

pulsed NMR experiments recently developed by Waugh and coworkers. · These 

experiments are designed to remove the dipolar broadening in solids, 

and thereby narrow the resonances and all ow the resolution of chemical 

shift differences. The chemical shi.ft information avai 1 able in these 

experiments is greater than that obtainable from solution studies. 

Since the molecules are not tumbling rapidly, it is not the isotropic 

average of the shift tensor which is observed, but rather the chemical 

shift due to that particular orientation of the shift tensor. From a 

random distribution of nuclei the three principal parts of the shift 

tensor are obtainable, and from a single crystal all six cOiliponents of 

the synvnetric tensor· are found. In this manner the study of chemical 

shifts in sol ids becomes a much more p(ltlerful and sensitive probe of the 

environment and motion of the "ucleus than its solution counterpart. 

The WAHUHA experiment (for ~ugh, Huber, and Haeberlen) employs a 

cycle of radiofrequency. (rf) pulses to remove homonuclear dipolar 

.interactions, such as the phosphorous-phosphorous dipolar interactions. 

As wi 11 be discussed in detail, the cycle of rf .pulses excite ·the nucleus 

.in such a way that .over the period of a eye 1 e the average hanonuc 1 ear 

dipolar interaction is zero. If the NMR signal is sampled once per cycle, 

the dipolar .interaction will not be seen and -the lines will be narrow. 
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The- PENIS experiment (for Proton Enhanced Nuclear lnducti on Spec;.. 

troscopy) uses the heteronuclear dipolar interaction as a pathway for 

cross-relaxation to polarize ·an isotopically or chemically dilute 

nucleus of interest. - As used in this research, the PENIS experiment 

excites the 1H nuClei which then transfer polarization to the 3lp 
. 

nuclei. In addition to an enhancement of signal obtainable with this 

experiment, the heteronuclear coupling is removed and the lines are 

narrowed. 

The present research was undertaken to develop the techniques and 

equipment necessary to. perform PENIS and WAHUHA experiments-_ on Jl P, to 

-·investigate the se~sitivity of the 31P chemical shift tensor to small 
. . . 

changes in the chemical environment, and to provide basic information on 

.the behavior of the 3lp shift, tens·or in preparation for, future studies 

of phospholipids in membranes. 
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. I 

II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 

The theoretical basis for the WAHUHA and PENIS experiments will 

be developed in 'this section. The use of average hamiltonian theory29,30 

and the use of spherical tensors31 to represent the various terms of 

the hamiltonian will be discussed in general, and specifically applied · 

to obtain the hamiltonians for both the WAHUHA and PENIS experiments. · 

The concepts of density matrices ~nd spin temperatu,re32 will be 

developed and applied to the PENIS experiment. Finally, a combin~d 
' \ 

PENIS-WAHUHA experiment wi 11 be discussed. 

A. Average Hami l'toni an Theory 

Often the hamiltonians which describe systems of interest have a 

complicated time· dependence and do not Jend themselves to a simple 
' . 

description of the systems. Average hamiltonian theory replaces these 
' 

hamiltonians with more tractable average hamiltonians, allowing the 

average behavior of the systems to be simply stated. 29• 3° Consider a 

state 1jJ which is under the influence of a hamiltonian ;(. The time 

evolution of the state may be described by the Schrodinger equation: 

(1) 

Alternatively, the e.volution may be described using a time development 

operator .U(t,O) such that33 

-· 
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Y'{t): ll (t:,o) Y'(o) · (2) 

Substituting this into the Schrodinger equation and solving for U(t,O) 

It may be shown that U(t2 ,o) = U(t2,t1)U(tp0} and that ·U(ti,ti} = 1. 

U~ing these properties to divide the interval (t,O} into small intervals 

At over which}( is constant, U{t,O) may be written as 

where the expressions for U(t-jAt,t;..(j-l)At} have been written as the 

first two terms of a Taylor series. This may be formally rewritten in 

the limit At + 0 as a producf integral of the form 

t( (e, o) = r;!f- exp [--t /Jt "l<{t --~LJt J] 
(5} 

where 'r is the Dyson time-ordering operator and indicates that the time 

order in the products must be maintained. The expression for U(t,O} is 

not useful in this form, but may be simplified in two ways. In the 

first trivial instance, the hamiltonian is not a function of time and 

the time ordering is no longer necessary. Then 

(6} 
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•. 

In the second case, the time dependent hamiltonian is replaced by an 

average hamiltonian obtained from a Magnus expansion: 34 

.. 

{7) 

where 

and 

't . . 

""1-{ {o)(t.) = T f J..t{t,) dl:.
1 

The tenns }((i) in the Magnus expansion were derived by equating 

the ith Magnus term with the ith order term in the iterative solution 

of equation {3). The advantage of the Magnus expansion is that the 

approximation for U(t,O) is always an infinite series and;' nor sur

prisingly, always unitary. 

This average hamiltonian approach is especially useful when the· 

hamiltonian is made ~P of different terms which may be separated, 

leading to the expression of the ~amiltonian in an interaction repre

sentation. Consider a hamiltonian 

(8) 
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In this case the time development op~r~t~r becomes 

where 

and 

' . 

a (e, o) = u, (t, o) tt2 (t~ o) 

t(,(t,o) = 7' dp [-f[X (t')dt-} 

u~ {t~ o) = r el<p [-f jtX(t') o~c]· 
. 0 

• 

(9) 

. This separation of the hamiltonian is useful wh:n ~ (t) is not expli-
'/ ':- . 

citly time dependent and u1{t,O) becomes a simple exponential 

u, (t, o) ~ exp [ -;· t-;.( J ( 10) 

. ,.. ' . ' : . 

and the expressions for u2(t,O) and~(~) are correspondingly simpler. 

A second useful simplific~tion o~curs when 1l (t) is periodic and cyclic, 
' . ~\ 

so when looking once per period of the cycle, 

{11) ' 

and _ ... 

·In both cases, u2(t,o).may be evaluated by the average hamiltonian 

met~od using the Magnus expansion. This treatment will be the bas·is 

for writing the hamiltonians for both the WAHUHA and PENIS experiments. 
... . .. 
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B .. Spherical Tensors · · 

Particularly in the WAHUHA experiment, the interactions of interest 

are thos~ which rota~e the nuclear spin operators in spin space. 'For 

this reason, it will be advantageous to write the operators as spherical 

tensors, since spherical tet:tsors transform simply under rotations.31 

. A spherical tensor of rank k is a set of 2k+l elements which transform 
. . . 

among themselves under an arbitrary rotation R(~). !his may be expres

sed as 

where .tJ · are the elements of the Wigner rotation matrices. 
' q'q 

. (12) 

Here, and 

in all future formulas, the Einstein summation convention will be used. 

Spherical tensors have the further property that they are eigenstates of 

. angular momentum: 

(13) 

and 

A genera 1 rotation may be written as the product of three rotations, two 

·about the i axis and one.about the i axis: 

( 
I 

(14) 

This simplifies the form. of the Wigner rotat1on matrix co~fficients to 

I!. . . . _, 'i ~<I' _,·~1o' .t 

~~ (~~ ~) = e e · cf'1(e} (15) 
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A general formula for these ,coefficients and a tabulation of va_lues of 

interest appears in Appendix I. 

The hamiltonians for nuclear magnetic resonance contain terms 

representing the interactions of nuclear spins with magnetic fields. 35 

These fields may be externally applied or may result from interactions 

with other nuclear spins. The NMR interactions may be ~ither linear (as 

in chemical shift) or bilinear (as in homonuclear dipolar interactions) 

with respect to nuclear spin. These two types of interactions are 

written in their familiar cartesian .representation as: 

{l6a) 

and 

{16b). 

where I is the first rank cartesian spin tensori] is the magnetic field 
. ~ . 

or a second nuclear spin, and~and!are second rank cartesian tensors. 

These scalar interactions are to be rewritten as the products of 

spherical tensors, with the I-spin tensor part factored .from the spatial 

part. Since any scalar may be written as the product of two spherical 

tensors. of the same rank, 

(17) 

the_ problem is to wr1te the tlteraction as the product of an I-spin 

tensor of rank k and ,a second k-rank tensor containing the rest of the 

interaction. 

The linear spin. interactions are straightforward to transform since 

a first rank cartesian tensor corresponds to· a first rank spherical 
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tensor. 1, is therefore transformed to I 1.. · (Thi·s transfor:-mati on, as 

well as that for a second rank cartesian tensor is given in Appendix I). 

·The other tensor will be a first rank tensor derived from the product. 

of the two cartesian tensors ~-J:!,. A second rank cartesian tensor can 

be decomposed into a zero-, first-, and second rcmk spherica 1 tensor, 

SO there may be three termS ( tl0}c 
1

, a')r I t a~)c 
1 

) in t~e ~· !i prOdiJCt • 

These terms are written as first rank spherical tensors using the 

formula 
. I 

I z:,· = vz'( Wr~ (kk'ffi 1 kk/#1 > (18) 

• 

where <kk • qq 1 I kk 1 j111> are Clebsch-Gordan coefficients and the sum is over 

q and q 1
• This gives three possible first rank spherical tensors: 

~·O:w,.; = a.· h;, < 0/0~' I 0 II""> 
Jc:l I . 

. W~ .= a; x;~<!lf~'JI!/rn) ( 19) 

::.a; hj· (:;Iff' I «llm) 

The tensor needed is a weighted sum of these three of the form 

t . I . 

k· ,.,., (20) 

Therefore the entlre interaction may be written as' 

:(-/)Mil·~ 
. . _, . 

= <~-~·~'(«i~,><k'~i'/*-1/,>a; Jy', !~ 

= c(kfJ~) a;~~ :r;, (21) 
.. 
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This is in a useful form because the spin tensor I1 is factored from 

the r~st of the interaction. 

The bilinear terms must be rew~itten to group both I spin tensors. 

together. The product of two first rank spherical tensors is given by 

the inversion of equation (18) · 

(22) 

The Clebsch~Gordan coefficient limits j to 0, 1 and 2. so zero, first~ 

and second rank spherical tensc;>rs may be formed. As shown in Appendix 

I~ the first rank tensor vanishes for bilineat spin interactions, 

leaving two possible interactions: 

(23a) 

(23b) 

Again, the spin part has been factored from the rest of the term. 

Now-the hamiltonian for a system of I and S spins in an external 

magnetic field J! = H
0
2 and experiencing both homonuclear and hetero

nuclear dipolar interactions niay be written-down. It is assumed that 

the s· spins are dilute enough so their homonuclear dipolar interactions 

are negligible. In addition, the effects of magnetic fields from 

linearly polari;zed radiofrequency {rf) will be included. _For illustra

tive_purposes, the polarization is taken to be in the x direction for 

the I spin rf and in· the y direction for the S spin rf. The magnetic 

field resulting from the radiofrequency is 

(24) 
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and the hamiltonian may be expressed CiS 

(25) 

In cartesian form the terms areW"'itten as follows, where the dipolar and 

chemical shift terms are understood to be the appropriate sums over all 

nuclei: 

where 

-3?t'j 

,..~-l,l. 

-lyl 

(26a) 

(26b) 

(26c) 

where ~1 = -v1H1, and ~2 = -y5H2 ahd the 

chemical shift contributions are tiegli-

gible. 

The interactions are written in spherical form using equations (21) 

and (23) 

~~, +.1?tr- = ~ ~ar z;- C(kttot)z~/ 11; .z.:; (27a) 

where C(kqOq) is 'defined in equation (21) 

and 1F~ are the spheri ca 1 tensors 

II 
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1 • "' · I 1 corresponding to CJ:I· and H = H
0
z and 

,z. 0 

is the spherical tensor form of 1 

~ke~ol'1-t 1{-o-- = ~tVos s; -C(kto~)s'!K J-1: ~; 
' 

{27b) 

(27c) 

where ~m is the spherical tensor corres

ponding to ~and I~ is· the second tank 

:spheri ca 1 spin tensor 

. . 

= ¥z}.t'c(~<'Jt:..)tl{!:., SJ· {27d) 

.. 
where a~ are the spherical tensors de

rived from~ 

All spherical t~nsors are explic~tly stated in the Appendix I in terms 

of their cartesian counterparts. In the case of a~ derived from~.~ 

both tt0 and a1 are zero, lea~ing 

{27f) 

C. Doubly Rotating Reference Frame 

The hamiltonians for both the WAHUHA and PENIS experiments are that 

of equation (28), the difference coming in the nature of the 7ft term. 

Since the Zeeman terms are not time dependent, the hamiltonian may be 

I 
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transformed to an interaction representation36 and simplified using 
I . 

average hamiltonian theory. From equation (9), 

·.rf, (c) = "tl.r ~ee,_, + Us ieehM~'~ 

U, ( f~ 0) : e;yo [- f f{t'Wor I:~ t;u;os So' )dt'] 
. ~ . 

(28) 

~ 

The rest of the terms comprise ~(t), and ~(t) is of the form 

it (c) -= exp L'.t4J.ci: c + ltU0 s s; t J 7:f;; (t) 
(29) 

The operator exp {-w01 I~t} is a rotation in the I spin space and as 

such only acts on the I spin operators. The operator exp {-iw05s6t} 

behaves similarly on S spin operators in S spin space. Therefore, from 

equation (13): 

{30a) 

{30b) 

(30c) 
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The averages of each of these terms must be found for use in the 

time development operator equation (7). Only the j((O) tenns of the 
i' 

expansion Y~ill be used. Equations (27a-d) are of the form 

and therefore have average hamiltonians of the form 

If libt 1>>1, then c . 
rt lO). = It 

-lO} · • ... 
....,p ( ) r. ~· ~ ~ -s R ... S' I' r'-o .tc: : r.r s r "." o 

".Z$ 

The X~~) tenn contains 1 ntegra 1 s of the form 

(31} 

(32a) 

(32b) 

. (33) 

(34a) 

(34b.) 

(34c) 

(34d) 
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(35b} 

The second and third terms of equation (35b} are negligible in comparison 

.to the first term if 14wtcf» l. If it is as.sumed that !w01 tc I» 1 and 

lw05tc/~>l, then simply 

~A;0?te) := ~41, {.z; -I,') -+ 11w< . ( S_~ -tS/) {36} 
n vr 

) 

Equations (34a-d} and (36} then give the average hamiltonian for spins 

in a doubly rotating Zeeman frame: 

-t h~ (I..; -I/) + 17~ (s_: +S,') 
v:r ~ 

(37} 

This is an especially useful hamiltonian because it is experimen

tally feasible to detect the magnetization in th1s reference frame 

rather than in the stationary laboratory frame. Therefore this hamil

tonian describes the system which is observed. Notice that the 1-f 

term in this reference frame is of the form of a rotation about an axis 

(~., Ix = (1~1 -·I~ }/12} in the rotating frame. 

D. WAHUHA Experiment Hamiltonian 

In the WAHUHA experiment, rf pulses are applied--to create rotations 

about axes in the rotating reference frame?7,37The amount of rotation 

depends on the size of the rf field (H1 or H2}.and the length of time 



.. 
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the rf is·on since a = ~t = -yHt. The pulse~ for this experiment are 
~ , . 

assumed to .be w/2 a-function pulses given sequentially as indicated in 

Figure la. Taking the ave~age hamiltonian of ~quation (37) and using 

the appropriate ](rf' the ~f part may· be separated out and identified 

with u1(t,O). Then the terms o:r'lhe doubly averaged hamiltonian are of 

the form 

(38) 

This integral may be broken into parts corresponding to the intervals 

T1 ••• T4. The effective time development operators for these intervals 

are 

(.,{, (Z:) = j (39a) 

since no rf pulses have occurred 

t<., (~)= exp [-i (~-z,')£} = e)lfJ [-ii;A f] (39b) 

(the second term is necessary to trans

. form to the reference frame found at the 

U, (?;) = exp [lZ, f] 

u, (Z"s-) = I. 

Thus the averaged hamiltonian becomes 

(39d) 

(39e) 
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Figure 1. Pulse Sequence for the WAHUHA Experiment •. a) The WAHUHA pulse sequence •. Each pulse 

is a rr/2 pulse about an axis in the rotating reference frame. The appropriate axes are indicated 

under the pulses, and the cycle time is t • b) Pulse sequence used for heteronuclear decoupling. c . . 
in the WAHUHA experiment. The pulses are pulses applied along theY and-Y axes in th~ hetero-

nuclear (eg. 'H) rotatihq reference frame. The cycle time is tc· 
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~~ 

+ t f l<;J.(O~~) df: -+-

0 

(40) 

The second and third integrals contain rotations which operate on the 

spin tensors. These are evaluate~using the Wigner rotation matrices 

introduced previously. In particular, 

(41a) 

and 

The values•. for~.q~1T/2, -1T/2, +1T/2) and ~.q(O, 1r/2, 0) are tabulated 

for k = 1 and k = 2 in Appendix I. With the use of equations {40) and 

{41) it is easy to evaluate therterms of;(~O)(tc): , 

~c;> (te) = -j (-C(kOOO)Jo1 11: .r;) 

~ j (-C(.t(J()Olfo~ 1111' b,~ (-{-{'/').If, 
+ i (-C/koOO) ~I: H.' .Ll.' (o .tr o) .z: '' l 'lr ., fJ f'O ~ ~ J f 

. = -t(-C(.tooo)fol: 11; [.r;;t+ry-t.r,J) (42a) 

_,-;lo) ( ) = :;:(<o)(t ) . 
"- StT Cc. SO' c. (42b) 



~ 4~o (o, { o) r;, J 
. . 

=0 (42c) 

-~ rs t ,_ r£~.L [I, .... g' (- o:. - Jr t:r.) r,, rs- o ~ o 1 'o ~, ~, ,;z. J 

.. 4',0 (o, '{o) .r;~Js~ 

- ~~ ~~ Roz So' 1 [ Lx + .Lj -+I;] (42d) 
rs- . 

These terms give the effective hamiltonian in a doubly rotating 

Zeeman reference frame which is also toggling due to the influence of 

the rf pulses. If the observation time is restricted to multiples of 

the cycle time, then the observation reference frame corresponds to 

that of the average hamiltonian and .the .observed sys tern is described by · 

(43) 

In particular, the homonuclear dipolar interaction is iero in this 

reference frame and the projection of the chemical shift on the labora

tory z axis, .which is in fact the observed portion, is scaled by 1/13. 

Also, the heteronuclear dipolar interaction does not vanish. 

The heteronuclear dipolar interaction may be made to vanish by 

the inclusion of two 11' pulses per cycle which a'ct on the S spins,38 as 

shown in Figure lb. Using the. same procedure that was employed to find 

X~O) (tc) for the simple W~HUHA experiment, J{~O) (tc') is founq to be 

- . ~ ~ ~ tc ,.. 'tr . 
· ={o) J =to) J 4i4.s; =,o.> """:::r.s;. 
~01 (cc) = .t .· ~4 (c) dt + t · e ..z /{.l(t.)e e/c (44) .. 

~ 0 
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The only terms which are affected by this additional averaging are the 

terms ~~~)(tc) andif.~o)(tc), since they are the only two containing S 
IS 

spin operators. They become: • 

7-<.;~ ( cc) = - C{k 000) fo .t If: :f ( S ~ + ~.; ( o, 11; 0) ~) 

=- - c(Kooo)r;F;/ il~ 1 (s~ - s~) 

=o {45a) 

and 

L PENIS Experiment Hami 1 toni an, 

The simplest version of the PENIS experiment is done by giving the 

I spins a 1T/2 pulse about the y axis in the rotating frame followed by 

constant irradiation along the rotating frame ~ axis.28 The S spins 

are periodically irradiated along the x axis in the rotating frame, 

maintaining the condition y1H1 = YsH2·or w1 = w2, as shown in Figure 2. 

The hamiltonian is then of two forms, one including the S spin irradia

tion and one without it. 

The effect of the ~2 pulse is to rotate the I spins, so after the 

pulse )(in the rotating frame is 

(46) 

If the continuous I irradiation is included, then 
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Figure 2. Pulse Sequence for a Multiple Contact PENIS Experiment. a) 1 H pulses. A w/2 pulse 

along theY axis in the rotating frame is followed by a long pulse along the X axis in th·e . 

rotating reference frame. b) 31 P pulses. The pulses are along the X axis in the rotating 
' 

reference frame and last for a timeT· This shows the sequence for a 3- contact experiment. 
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The hamiltonian during the S spin irradiation contains an addi

tional tenn: 

-j(;o) (t) + ;:z;o>(t) =- 7-(~o)(t:) ~w,1i {s-~ -S/) 
'(;[" 

F. Spin Temperature 

(48) 

· The hamiltonians for PENIS, and WAHUHA experiments have been stated, 

and from these hamiltonians the energy levels available to the spin 

systems may be derived.·· NMR measures transitions· between these energy 

levels, and the intensities of these transitions depend on the popula

tions of the available energy levels. It may be shown that a system of 

coupled spins placed in a large magnetic field will establish with a 

characteristic time T1 a Boltzma:n distribution among the Zeeman energy 

levels. When doing a WAHUHA experiment, the system is allowed to equili

brate in the magnet and establish its Boltzman distribution of energies 

before it is perturbed by the WAHUHA pulse sequence. The PENIS experi

ment, on the other hand, is designed to establish population distribu

tions wit;h a different. Boltzman distribution through the .use of 

coupling between the I and S spin temperatures: To discuss this more 

fully, a degression into the concept of spin temp~rature is necessary. 32 , 39 

The populations of the energy levels of a system are describable 

in terms of a density matrix for the system. If llli> is an ensemble. 
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average of a state of a system, it may be expanded in terms of a basis 

of energy eigenstates of the system: 

(49) 

where C· denotes the average probability of finding the system in the n . 

energy eigenstate In>~ Theneasurement of an observable Q of the system 

is given by 

(50) 

Defining the elements of the density matrix a as <nlalm> = c;cn' 

Since the elements <ml Qj n> are invariant, .any change in ·the value 

of an observable is due to a change in the elements of the density 

matrix. Thus a knowledge of the behavior of c: is enough.to characterize 

the behavior of the system. Starting from the Schrodinger equation (1), 

it is easy to show that 

eltr fi _,~1 
elt = f L~ n .J 

or, if ~is not explicitly time dependent, 

(52a) 

a'(t) : exp [-i 7f-t J CY(o) eXf' [ t";tttJ (52 b) 

. 0 
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When the spins are strongly coupled-to each other, interactions 

between spins take place resulting in an equilibrium population distri

bution which maximizes the entropy of the system while maintaining 

the total energy of the system constant. Given that the entropy of 

the system is 

I 
(53) 

the imposition of the constraints leads to a distribution given by 

(J= (54) 

where A i's a Lagrange multiplier and t< is the energy of the system. 

If the spin-spin coupling is much stronger than the spin-lattice 

coupling, then an:internal equilibrium is established with a character

istic time r2 less than the spin-lattice equilibrium time Tl" In this 

case it is meaningful to speak in terms of a spin temperature Ts which 

slowly evolves to the lattice temperature TL. T is therefore definable s 
for T2<-r<T1• Assuming that n~<kT and using normalized matrices such 

that Tr exp{-~kT) = 1, 

cr= ;--li1-f- 1-~x 
.4T .P 

{55) \ 

where B is 11/kT s. 

So far only one constant of motion, the total energy, has been 

assumed and therefore there is only one Lagrange multiplier. If more 

than one constant of motion exists, as in the case of two isolated 

spin systems which are each characterized by their own Zeeman energies, 
•. 
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then the maximization of Jhe entropy-while holding the energies con

stant gives 

(56a) 

or, in expanded ·form, 

(56b) 

Consider what happens to a system initially at equilibrium under 
" the influence of a hamiltonian }(i when it is subjected to a sudden 

shift to a hamiltonian~- Initially the system is described by 

(}"'. = I- AJ . ....,;, 
C /"'I 'f. I (57) 

and has an energy 

(58) 

Inmediately after the shift in hamiltonian, the density matrix'is still 

O:f and the energy is 

(59) 

After the riew equilibrium has been established, the system is described 

by 

(60) 

and the energy is. 

(61) 

Since this process happens fast compared to r1, the energy is constant 

and from equations (58,59,61) 
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(62) 

. . 

Substituting equations (57) and (61) in the second equality of (62), 

l~[~] -/li ;,[~·~] = Tr[K;}J6'1' 7i--[~j- (63a) 

~ "'~· Tr [ ~- ~J (63b) 
r~ [7-V] 

G. PENIS Experiment 

The initial hamiltonian for the PENIS experiment is that of equation 

(47b). Th~ operators (1~ 1 - 1,~}/12 andSb commute with the entire 

hamiltonian and therefore are both constants of the motion. The initial 

density matrix is 

(64) 

where .·'1 and ~ are the hamiltonians for the I and S spin reservoirs. 

The contributions of the chemical shift and dipola~ interactions are 
. . 

assumed to be negligible in comparison to the Zeeman contributions in 
I . 

the rotating frame, so themergy of the system is 
. . 

where CI is the Curie constant 

C:Z. = -f ~2.iici(I~1) N.r (66) 

and Cs is similarly defined. H1 is the magnetic field felt by the I 

spins., H1 = H1, and Hs is zero since there is no magnetic field felt 
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by the S spins in the rotating frame. ai· is the inverse spin temperature 

in the rotating frame, and is related to the lattice inverse temperature 

in the laboratory frame by 

si nee this represents a shift from an initia 1 hami ltonfan U, = 

to a final hamiltonian )(f = -yi~tij! and from equation (63b) 

'giving 

4~ =P'i M, J.l, ~ zA ~ .r (L+I) N.r 

H, 2 (r '-~,. I(I-tl) Air 

(67) 

-y flH ·I I -o-

(68a) 

(68b) 

The hamiltonian for the PENIS experiment is suddenly shifted to that of 

equation ( 48). Now S~ no 1 anger commutes with the hami 1 toni an, .and 

there is only one constant of motion. This means the two spin systems 

must interact and come to a common spin temperature. The density 

matr1x is given by 

(69) 

Using equation (63b}, Bf may be written as 

(70a) 

(70b) 

(70c) 
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Since the initial assumption was that the species S is dilute, 

NsS(S+l)/N1I(I+l) is small, and therefore 

_. ( Ns S{s·u)) h -;8.r I - ~I (I-tl) . (71) 

After this equilibrium has been established, the magnetization of 

the S spins in the y direction in the rotating frame is 

< H) = ( H1 ) -= Ys ~ < SJ ) = Ys t 7/- [ s, Oi' J ( 72a) 

= ,4- Cs ~. 

= ,..e, Cs ~ H, . ~ 

(M) = ,-<S'.r C~ ~~(·I ~ A/s S(so)) . (72b) 
)'$ N,r.I(Z.,.I) 

After a simple equilibration onthe external field H
0 

the S magnetiza
/ 

tion would have been 

(73) 

since 1(i = -ys11S~H0 and a1 is as defined in equation (68b). Comparing 

equations (72b) and. (73), it may be seen that the gain in magnetization 

by a single contact PENIS experiment is 

(J = Y.r (. 1 ~ Ns S ( S -t I ) ) 
)$ N.r Z (It I) 

(74) 
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H. Combined PENIS and WAHUHA Experiment 

The net result of a PENIS preparat~on is a distribution of popula

tion among the energy levels~ This distributi6n gives rise to a 

measurable magnetization which decays with time constants r1 and T2. 

This is similar to the situation when spins are allowed to equilibrate 

with the lattice while in an external field H
0

• There too, a population 

distribution is created and a measurable magnetization exists which 

decays with time constants T1 and T2. The latter case is the conven

tional starting place for a WAHUHA. experiment which perturbs the 

magnetiiation on a time scale.short compared to T2• Assuming the 

presence of heteronuclear dipolar coupling, the WAHUHA experiment may 

equally well be started at the end of a PENIS preparation, and will 

then benefit from the enhancement factor of equation (74). 

I. Chemical Shift Tensors 

When the/external magnetic field is.!:!= H
0
i.the measurable part of 

the chemical shift tensor in an NMR experiment is a~z' where ~ is the 

symmetric part of the chemical shift tensor,40 and the superscript L 

is used to indicate that~ is being expressed in the aboratory reference 

frame. The fact that azz is the measured quantity may be seen· from 

equation (34) which expresses the average hamiltonian in the doubly 

ro.tating Zeeman referl!!nce frame. An alternative approach which pro.;. 

duces the same result. is direct solution of the appropriate Schrodinger 

equation,41 as is done in Appendix II. 

The chemical shifts.depend on the local magnetic fields felt by 

the nuclei, and these fields are largely determined by the distribution 

of electrons around the nuclei. It is therefore desirable to express 

.. 
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the measured chemical shift in a coordinate system which has a fixed 

relationship .to the nuclei, rather than. in a laboratory reference 

frame. This is done by use of the well known transformation relations 

for cartesian tensors with.the result 

., 

1. 
/'r' = v .. 

'/ 
{75) 

where the superscript M refers to a mo l'ecul ar reference frame and r i k 

is the direction cosine between the ith laboratory axis and the kth 

molecular axis. In solution the molecules tumble rapidly, causing the 

r 1k •s to change rapidly and result-ing in the observation of an average 

chemical shift. 
.· .. 

(76) 

In crystals the nuclei are usually rigid and a crystal reference frame 

is therefore a mo 1 ecul ar reference frame as we 11 , so different va 1 ues 
. . . .· 

. ~~·· of a;z are seen only by changing the orientation of the crysta 1. In 

practice, suitable rotations of the crystal allow the determination of 

all elements of the synmetric shift tensor. 
·., 

Consider a laboratory reference frame with axes N,P,S which has 

its S axis parallel to the Y magnet axis •. as is shown in Figure 3. 

With respect to this reference frame, equation {75) gives the measured 

chemical shift as 

/,._ £ 0: .. ) (,.,-' ·a:: ") ' 
: UTM!J.,. 'PI" ? vAIII.i- P.P COStil.P<-rJ..'- S/l'?~o( (77) 

il ~ . "lt/P 

•, 
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Figure 3. The NPS and XYZ Reference Frames. 

a) Schematic diagram of the goniometer head in the magnet gap. 

b) A 1 i gnment of the NPS and XYZ reference frames for a) • 

.-
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where the superscript L indicates the laboratory reference frame. 

Rotation of the crystal about ttie Saxis causes azz and a to vary, and 

the quantities aNN' aPP' and aNP may be determined. These values may 

be related to the tensor in a crystal frame through the use of equation 

(75), giving 

(78) 

where the superscript c indicates the crystal 1,2,3 reference frame. 

If three different rotation studies are done, there will be three sets 

of equations of the form of equation (78) and the full shift tensor in 

the crystal frame may be determined. This tensor may then be diagona.:. 

lized to obtain its principal parts and principal axes, and if the 

crystal structure is known, the principal parts of the chemical shift 

may be related to the mol.ecular orientatiron. 

,The NMR spectrum from a polycrystalline or amorphous rigid sample 

has a characteristic powder pattern resul~ing from the random orientation 

of the shift tensors with respect to the magnetic field. The theoretical 

lineshape for this pattern is given by42 

/'(o-) = tr-' (CT-(J-nflfl (o;, -a;._J~ K (:r"' «) (79a) 

where . 

.,,,:.(;( =(~;~. -o;-s)(o;, -a)j([r;; -o;:2)(o--CJ~3) 
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in the region ~)a-?(}~, and 

where 

in the region 0:.:2 ) CY) ().1:J, and finally 

(79c) 

in the region CT >cr, or <J<Oi:s. In these equations K(s.in~ is a 

complete elliptical integral of the first kind. In the case of axial 

syn111etry ()3 ;s=~<. and the equation for the lineshape reduces to 

I 
I 

F(cr) ~ (80) 

These theoretical shapes are shown in Figures 4a and 4b, and Figures 

4c and 4d show powder patterns_ in the presence of line broadening. 

From these figures it is evident that the powder pattern alone is 

sufficient to pennit ~dentification of the three principal parts of 

the chemical shift te.nsor. 
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., b) 

c) 
d) 

a;, 
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Figure 4. Theoretical Powder Patterns from Non-Axial and Axial 

Shift Tensors. 

a) and b) Theoretical lineshapes for non-axial,and axial tensors. 

c) and d) Theoretical lineshapes as in a) and b) with the inclusion 

of line broadening. 
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III. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS 

A. Description of Equipment 

The PENIS and WAHUHA experiments were done in a homebuilt double 

resonance spectrometer based on a Varian 14 kgauss magnet and con

trolled by a Nicolet NIC-80 computer. The spectrometer, diagratmmed 

in Figure 5, operates with four phases of radiofreq·uency (rf) at th.e 
• 

phosphorous resonance frequency of_24.3 MHz, has 6Q MHz available at 
. . ' . ' .I . . -

high power levels for proton irradiation, and is further equipped 

with an external deuterium lock operating at 9.21 MHz. In addition 

to the spectrometer, the experimental apparatus includes a goniometer 

and goniometer controller for positioning the sample. The more 

specialized features of the spectrome~er and the physical setup will 

be described in this section. 
' -

Spectrometer 

1 • Probe Circuits 

? 

It was decided,to use single coil configur~tions for both the 24.3 

and 60 MHz probe dircuits to save space in the probe. This allows 

placement of the coils closer.to tbe sample and therefore results in 

better power transfer to the sample. Single coil circuits are possible 

through the use of appropriately placed pairs of crossed diodes which 

serve to isolate the transmitter from the receiver, and create dif-
. . -·~- . . 

ferent effective circuits_ for :the two modes of operation. _ 
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i 

The PENIS and especially the WAHUHA experiments require probe 

circuits which recover rapidly from rf pulses (a low Q requirement) 

and efficiently transmit high levels of rf power to the sample and 

detect low level signals fromthe sample (high Q requirements). The 

probe circuits of Figure 6 were analyzed for the: signal amplitude de

tected in the receiver mode of operation while meeting the require-
I . 

metits·of optimum power transfer and maximum magnetic field induced 

while in the transmitter mode. The re~ults of this analysis are in 

Table I, and indicate that the modified series resonant circuit is 

the most suitable. ·This circuit was therefore chosen for use as the 

24.3 MHz circuit. This arrangement uses the crossed diodes at the end 

of a. ·'A./4 cable to Q-switch the circuit, making it low Q (fast recovery) 

when· in the transmitter mode and high Q (high sensitivity) when in the 

receivermode. ln actual practice the long lead lengths necessitated 

by the physically large capacitors caused severe tuning problems, so 

two capacitors were placed symmetrically about.the coil; as shown in 

Figure. 7. The sensitivity of the system was. such that the free in

duction decay of a phosphate powder could be seen in one pass. The 

strength of the magnetic field produced in the coil was approximately 

100 gauss when operati.ng 'at a power of 1 kwatt. 

The design of the 60 MHz circuit was not as cri ti ca 1 as that of 

the 24.3 MHz circuit since an excessive amountof rf power was avail

able and quick recovP.ry from pulsing was not a requirement. A simple 

parallel resonant circuit was used and impedance matched to the trans-
~ . 

mitter and receiver, as is shown in Figure 8. A unique feature of 

this circuit was the use of a multiple turn Helmholtz coil wound of 
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Figure 6. Possible Probe Circuits. The full circuit is drawn for 

eacll case, ~s we 11 as the effective circuits for the transmitter and 

receiver modes. t is the effective EMF induced by the sample. 
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TABLE I 

Analysis of Probe Circuits 

Expression for V 

V<e=KN .t -------
IR?+d2 

V = eR = K R ;r (f;[ 

. V = £coil tan ! 

= ~ tan ! 
v = .Et 

n 

= !l KN . ......;:.t:....· _ 

ft2+d2 

v24 MHz 

V = 9K 
-:IrE d 

V = 3.3K 
cr 

V = 5.7K ,.-

V = 300K 
;rt 

Remarks 

This assumes the coil geometry 
to maximize Bz and assumes 
L = 3.3 ~H, C = 13 pf 

S i nee e "' N'Vl1 12 we want sma 11 
L {"'· 1 pH) -£single = K; 

loop d 
c = 450 pf 

Want s 1 arge, but 1 t 1 s 
restricted by L = 50 sin B 

w 
Used L = .1 ~H B = 160° 
c1 = c2 750 pf 

Ca1cu1at~d assuming Q = TOO 
and n = L = 3 so L = 1 ~H · 

fC . 
R 

c1 = 85 pf c2 = 780 pf • 

Transm1tter only is impedance· 
matched 

K = 41t 4wa3 XmB~ ; a = radius of spherical sample; d = coil diameter in inches; 
c c . 

R. =coil' length in inches; e =EMF induced; all other symbols are standard. 
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Figure 7. · 24.3 MHz Probe Circuit 
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copper ribbon and insulated betwe~n the turns with Teflon.· The multiple 

turns increased the field produced in the sample, and the use df ribbon 
• 

enabled the coil to withstand the high rf .levels. The field produced 

in the sample with this arr~ngement was approximately 1.8 gauss when 

operating at a power of 3.6 kwatt. 

The probe circuit of the deuterium lock is shown in Figure 9. 

Again, it is a simple impedance matched parallel resonance circuit and 
. I 

has the coil -wound directlycround an ampule of o2o relaxed with ferric 

nitrate. The resonant circuit is followed by a ,.. filter to protect the 

receiver from stray 24.3 and 60 MHz rf present in the probe.· 

2. 24.3 MHz System 

A Hewlett-Packard frequ~ncy synthesizer supplies the basic 24.3 MHz 

rf for the spectrometer. This rf passes inmediately into a quadripolar 

phase splitter which is designed to put out rf pulses of an arbitrary 

sequence of .the four quadrature phases {0°, 90°, 180°, 270°) with very 

accurate phase control. This un-it contains a Merrimac quadripolar 

phase shifter which divides the input rf into four channels having 

phases in quadrature, with the exact setting of the phases controlled 

by individual phase adjustments for each channel. These channels are 

separately gated by externally applied logic pulses, and the resulting 

rf pulses are recombined in a Merrimac power combiner and appear on a 

single output line. The pulses are next amplified in_a Bruker high 

power amplifier and then are sent to the probe • 

. 'rhe' signal received from the probe i.s fed through a low noise 
' 

24.3 MHzpreamp described in detail elsewhere. 43 A string of 16 pairs 

of crossed diodes precede the preamp to protect it from the rf pulses 
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from the transmitter. In the PENIS experiment, a ,.. filter is also in-· 

serted before the preamp to reject the 60 MHz rf. ·. Even with the diodes, 

some rf from the pulses gets into the preamp where it is amplified to 

a level capable. of saturating the later stages of the receiver system. 

This problem is eliminated by gating off the 30 MHz reference to the 

linear converter while the pulses are on. With this arrangement, the 

receiver system recovers rapidly and is capable of taking data approxi

mately 10 microseconds after the end of a rf pulse. 

The signa 1 from the preamp is sent to a 1 inear converter which 

converts the 24.3 MHz to 50 MHz.· The output of the linear converter 

goes to a phase detector amplifier where it is amplified by a RHG IF 

strip and then phase detected using a Hewlett-Packard mixer. A phase 

shifter in this unit allows control of the output phase. The audio 

output from the phase detector is treated differently in the PEN'IS and 

WAHUHA experiments. In the PENIS experiment, the signal is fed through 

amplifiers and a four-pole Butterworth filter in the Nicolet computer, 

and then into the computer's analog to digital converter. The WAHUHA 

experiment uses the Nicolet amplifiers, but is not able to use the 

Butterworth, due to the short data acquisition window of the WAHUHA 

experiment. Instead, the signal is fed to an integrate and hold cir

cuit, and then to the computer's A-to-O converter. The integrate and 

· hold circuit uses an Analog Devices 48 K op amp as the integrator, and 

is otherwise similar to the circuit described by Ellett et !l- 44 

· 3. 60 MHz System 

The initial 60 MHz. rf is passed through a gated goo phase shifter. · 

This unit shifts the rf phase by goo when the gate level is high, and 
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leaves the phase at its original value when the gate level is low. 

This is accomplished byl£ing an.AR/ANZA_C J-brid, a hybrid 11T11 network 

which divides an input rf signal into two outpu.t parts with equal 

amplitudes and a 90° phase shift between them. The rf is then gated 

with a Relcom rf.switch controlled by logic from the computer. The rf 

pulses are amplified by an RF Corrmuni.cations 805 amplifier which drives 

a homebuilt 10 kwatt amplifier. The amplified pulses are then fed 

into the probe. When it is n~cessary to monitor the 60 MHz signal 

from the ·probe, t.he probe output is fed into the receiver system des

cribed for the 24.3 MHz system at the input to the 60 MHi phase 

detector amplifier. 

4. Generation of Logic 

The Nicolet computer operating with a modified version of the 

Nicolet TIPRGM is used to supply the initial logic for the generation 

of rf pulses~ receiver gate, atd address advance pulses, and also to 

process the final data. ·The computer runs in conjunction with a 

Nicolet 293 i/0 Controller containing a series of timers which produce 

logic pulses. The pulse lengths are set by times lo~ded in from the 

computer, and the pulse sequence is determined by the connection of the . ' 

timers as controlled by1he wiring of a patch panel. The TIPRGM modifi-
; 

cations, 293 patch panel wiring diagraJIIS, and'typical pulse sequences 

for the PENIS and WAHUHA experiments :are given in Appendix II I. 

The pulses from the Nicolet 293 pass through external driver 

amplifiers and are then used as the necessary gates. For a WAHUHA 

experiment, the pulses go to a two-count pulse sorter which distin

guishes between two subcycles of pulses and sends out trigg~rs to a 
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I 

four-pulse generator and to 1he receiver gate and integrate and hold at 
' 

the appropriate times. The four-pulse generator uses ganged one-shots 

to produce logic pulses of highly accurate lengths. The lengths of 

.·the pulses are individually set, and are also controlled by a fine 

master trim which adjusts all four pulse lengths simultaneously~ These 

logic pulses gate the quadripolar phase shifter, and therefore deter

mine the lengths of the rf. pulses. 

The pulse sorter is a simple device shown schemat.ically in Figure 

10. It employs J-K flip-flops which are set up to change state each 

time a pulse is received. Thus the Q output will go high only upon 
• 

the arrival of every other pulse. The Q and Q levels are buffered 
. . . . 

and appear as outputs which are then u.seable as triggers for the 4-

pulse generator. When actual pulses are useable as outputs, the initial 

pulses are anded with the Q level of the flip-flop and then .buffered 
~ . ' . . . 

before appearing as outputs. This produces the pulses for the receiver 

gate and address advance. The device is set to an initial state either . . . . ' . . . . 

by a pushbutton switch or by a pulse from the computer. 

5. Lock System 

The lock system used in this spectrometer was built by Alan s. 
Robertson and will be described in detail elsewhere. 45 A block dia

gram of the system appears inngure 11. Basically it is a time-shared 

system similar to that described by Redfield, 46 which uses two switch

ing frequencies to eliminate the_ problems of large DC offsets which 

nonnally occur when operating in a single sideband configuration. This 

is the mode of ·operation for the WAHUHA experiment. The. PENIS experi

ment is done using a centerband mode of loc~ing which shifts the proton 

resonance frequency conveniently closer to 60 MHz. 
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Physical Setup 

1. Goniometer and Controller 

The single crystal experiments. require that the crystal be rotated 

about an axis perpendicular to the. magnetic field direction. This is 

accomplished through the use of a specially designed Supper goniometer 

driven by a SIE Slo-Syn stepping motor and controlled by a Harshaw 

goniometer controller. The chief component of the goniometer, as shown 

in Figure 12, is a vertical shaft which is turned by a long horizontal 

shaft extending to the gears of the stepping motor. The sample is 

mounted on a rod fitting into a chuck on a mounting head. This head is . . 

then attached to the vertical goniometer shaft. The mounting head was 

designed to match the standa.rd X-ray crystallographic goniometer heads 

and therefore allows mounting the sample directly on X-ray crystallo

graphic equipment as well. Since the goniometer must be placed inside 

the magnetic field, it was constructed entirely of non-ferromagnetic 

materials. 

The stepping motor is at the end of the long shaft and outside the 

magnetic field. It is run by the Harshaw goniometer controller which 

is interfaced to the Nicolet computer. The computer was programmed to 

put out a pulse at the end of each spectrum. This pulse is sent to the 

controller, and the controller then sends a signal to the stepping motor 

which advances the goniometer by an increment preset in the goniometer 

controller. 

2. Probe 

A diagram of the probe is found in Figure 13.· The probe consists 

of several large compartments mounted at the end of a rigid arm designed 

\ 
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to fit in a Bruker probe holder. The probe is made of brass and is 

soft soldered at the joints. The sides of the probe are copper coated 

circuit board and are attached with closely spaced screws. The probe 

was designed to just fit in the magnet, gap of approximately 40 m.i 11 i

meters. 

One large area of the probe is devoted to the capacitors for the 

24.3 MHz resonant circuit. The large capacitor is a Jennings CADC-30 

capacitor and is mounted in machined Plexigl~s blocks. The smaller 

capacitor is a Polyflon VC 8~6 capacitor. If the Polyflon capacitors 

had been available when the probe was originally designed, they would 

have been used ih preference to the Jennings capacitors because the 

smaller size \'/ould allow a more compact layout. The arrangement of 

the capacitors is such that the Polyflon capacit6r is tunable from the 

side of the probe, and the Jennings capacitor is tunable from the front 

of the probe by means of a long shaft. 

The second large area of the probe is divided into two sections by 

an aluminum ba"-rier. In the top half, the deuterium resonance circuit 

and n filter are mounted. Thi ampule of o2o was ·placed as close to the 

center of the sample coil as possible. Tuning for the filter and 

resonance circuit is done through the side of the probe~ 

The lower area is devoted to the ~olyflon VC 10-12 and VC 8~6 

capacitors used in the 60 MHz circuit. Care was taken to ~aunt the 

capacitors_ far away from the sides of the probe to" prevent arcing. The 

capacitors are tuned fromfue back and bottom of the probe. 

The most complicated area of the probe is the central area housing 

the dewar and sample coils, and it is shown in more detail in Figure 14. 

The 24.3 MHz ~oil, approximately 25 millimeters long, is wound on the 
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inside of a glass tube suspended in the cylindrical dewar. The 60 MHz 

coil is wound on a Teflon sleeve around the outside of the g 1 ass tube 

and is positioned to be orthogonal to the 14 kgauss magnetic field. 

The leads from the 24.3 MHz coil are insulated with Teflon tubing and 

come through holes in the glass down to the bottom of the dewar and 

through the Teflon base out to the capacitors. The 60 MHz coil leads 

are insulated with Mylar tape, end come down the dewar and out through 

the base to the opposite side of the .probe where the 60 MHz capacitors 

are located. The glass tube which supports the coils is held in place 

by a sandwic-h of Teflon pieces which serve to seal the top of the dewar, 

and by a round Teflon spacer inside the dewar. 

The cooling system is designed so cooling gas will flow up a tube 
' .connected .to the glass tube which holds the coils, through the glass 

tube, and out the small holes in the top of the tube. It will then 

flow back down the outside of the tube, through the holes in the Teflon 

spacer, and out through the base. The dewar was designed with a stop

cock to allow repeated evacuation, and with a non~silvered band in the 

region of the coils. 

3. Tilted Magnet with Probe and Goniometer 

In order to create a larger working area to mount the go-niometer 
. / 

above the probe, the 14 kgauss magnet was rotated 45° to the position 

shown in Figures 15 and 16. The shim coils were rotated back to their 

original positions t~ maintain the Shim Y axis as the vertical direction. 

Two sets of vertical rods mounted on the tilted magnet hold Bruker probe 
-, 

- I 

holders into which are placed the probe and g~nilometer. · The large 

p 1 ates at the top of the rods which extend back to the magnet both 
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support the rods and form solid bases for poss-ible mounting of equip

ment. The entire magnet assembly is enclosed in a styrofoam box to 

ensure temperature stability and better field homogeniety .. · 

B. Tuneup of WAHUHA and PENI~ E~periments 

The WAHUHA experiment is extremely sensitive to proper pulse 

lengths and phases,- and the presence of pha~e transients. A combina:

tion ,of the methods of Vaughan 47 and Waugh 44 was used for the tuneup 

procedu~e. 

A sample of H3Po4 was placed in the magnet and the exact resonance 

frequency was foUnd. The Bruker ampl i fi.er was roughly tuned to ~i ve a 

square rf pulse when sampled_at the 50 n load, and the probe was tuned 
' . 

to giveniaximum signal amplitudefor the·Hl04 free induction decay. 

The four rf phases were set with the use of a Hewlett-Packard 8405A 

vector voltmeter. The four goo pulse lengths were set using the train 

of goo pulses shown in Figure 17a. While irradiating the sample with 

the train of pulses, the pulse length was adjusted until the pattern 

of Ftgure 17b was obtained, indicating proper settfrig of the goo lengths. 

Then the sample was pulsed with the phase alternated goo pulse sequence 

of Figure 17c to remove the phase transient effects. Using t_he phase 

1 alternated sequence, the tuning of the Bruker amplifier was adjusted 

to no beats were seen in 'the signal with the spectrometer on resonance, 

and the beat frequendes were the same for equal offsets above and 

below resonance. The pulse Jengths were rechecked using the sequence 

des-cribed above .. The full WAHUHA sequence was used with Hl04 on 

resonance and the pulse lengths and phases were carefully tweaked 

until the beats in the decay were removed. As a final ch~ck, a plot 
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Figure 17. Pulse Sequences Used in Tuning WAHUHA Experiment. 
a) n/2 Pulse Train. Each pulse is a n/2 pulse about the X axis 
in the rotating reference frame. b) Si_gnal seen from the pulse 
sequence of (a) with the pulse spacing 50 ~sec. The horizontal 
scale is 500 ~sec/division. c) Phase alternated n/2 pulse train. 
Each pulse is a n/2 pulse about the X or -X axis in the rotating 
reference frame. 
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was made of the apparent chemical shift as a function of resonance 

offset. Theory predicts that such a plot should pass through the 

origin and have a slope of 1/13. A typical plot is shown in Figure 18. 

The PENIS experiment is set up by first monitoring the on-resonance 

free induction decay of the ~rotons in water and by adjusting the 180° 

pulse length to.a suitable value, usually about 14 microseconds. Then 

the on-resonance 31 P free induction decay of H3Po4 is ~onitored and 

the gain of the Bruker amplifier adjusted until the length of a 180° 

pulse ~quals that found foqrotons. Then the proper pulse sequences 

for a PENIS experiment are used and the contact time and 24.3 MHz rf 
• 

level are adjusted until maximum enhancement is obtained .. It was found .. 
in practice that the level of enhancement is relatively insensitive to 

this attempt at fine tuning. 

C. Analysis of Shift Tensors 

In the theoretical section it was shown that if rotation studies 

were done in three different crystal orientations to obtain the chemical 

shift azz as a function of rotation angle a, then the full chemical 

shift tensor in the crystal frame could be obtained from equations (77) 

and (78), which are repeated.here for convenience: 

(77) 

and 
()~ = ~aq;ci'~-;aa;.; ... ,:saa:s:sc. ~.:il~,.w:lcr,~ ... a'N,'Z:so;: ·~~~'N:r~c3 .. 

0":11 = JZ, 1p, cr;,t; + ~Z:~ Fp.2 o--.2~ T /'iv! ~ rY/! -+ (~, 'P.1.+ ~~ w .. ) c;,; · ( 78) 

-+ ( JZ1 "P:1 "t 'Z:s r"PI) ~ C + ( ',V~ JP~·· 1' 'Zl' tp~) o;~ 
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The data analysis then breaks into three .parts. ·The first step. is to 

fit the observed chemica 1 shifts azz (a) to equation (77) by performing a 

least squares analysis. Then the direction cosines rik relating the 

laboratory frame to the crystal frame must be determined for each 

orientation, and finally the results of these two operations must be 

used in a least squares fit in equation (78) to Dbtain the full tensor 

in the crystal frame. 

The least squares method48 used for both data fits is a matrix 

method where the measured values mi are expressed as a vector _t! .. whi ch 

is related to the unknown vector Z, through a matrix of coefficients, C: · 
""" -::::::. 

M =- C·~ ( 81) 

. i 

This is a system of p equations in q unknowns, where p>q. The system 

is enlarged to p + q equations in p + q unknowns by replacing the m. by 
. 1 

n. + v: where the n. are the true values and the v. are the unknown 
1 1 . 1 1 

errors. The constraint that the zi must minimize the sum of the · 

squares of the errors is added, giving 
I 

V = C · c -N 
~· ~,..., ~ (82a) 

and 

(82b) 

By substituting for the v1 and rearranging, the e~uation 

(83) 

.. 
is obtained. In the case of the rotation curves, the mi are the 

measured values of a
22

, the c1j are the cosine and sine coefficients 

II. 
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of equation (77}, and the zi are the chemical shift components aNN' 

. app• and aNP" Similarly for the full tensor, the m1 are ,the chemical 

shift components determined in the first least squares fit, the c .. lJ 
are the cosine coefficients in equation (78}, and the z; are the tensor 

components in the crys ta 1 frame. The computer programs written to do 

the least squares fits are in Appendix IV. 

The orientation of the unit cell of each crystal was determined 

by x .. ray crystallography using the Laue precession method. Once the 

initial orientatlon of a crystal on the goniometer head was known, 

glass plates were glued to the crystal to define an easily measurable 

· crystal frame. The orientations of the plates with respect to the 

. goniometer head was measured usi.ng an optical goniometer, and this 

defined the relationship between the crystal (glass plate) reference 

frame and the unit ce 11 frame. 

The crystal was then transferred to the NMR mount and the 
. \ 

orientation of the glass plates was again determined with the 

optical goniometer. The optical goniometer detennines the orienta

tion of the planes with re'spect to the goniometer head spindle axis 

(S axis) and with respect to an axis perpendicular to the spindle 

axis and defined by the notch in the goniometer head (N axis). The 

relationship between the NPS and glass plate frames is shown in 

Figure· 19. Since the goniometer in the NMR setup was designed to 

be compatible with the X-ray equipment, the spindle axis is the 

vertical rotation axis of the NMR laboratory frame (Y axis), and 

the notch axis may be aligned with the magnetic field direction 

(Z axis) for the oo setting of the rotation plots. This is the 

same alignment of NPS and XYZ axes as was used in Figure 3. Thus the 

readings from ~he optical. goniometer may be used to relate the crystal 

., 
' 
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Figure 19. The NPS and Glass Plate Reference Frames. 

a) Schematic diagram of the glass plates on the crystal mounted 

on the goniometer head. 

b) The alignment of the NPS and glass plate frames for a) . 

. . 
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frame to the laboratory frame. Simple computer programs which relate 

the two frames and ca.lculate the direction cosines rik used in equation 

(78) are found in Appendix IV. Each time the crystal was reoriented 

to do a new rotation study, the crystal frame orientation was deter

mined by measuring the orientation of the glass planes with the 

optical goniometer. 

; The tensor obtained from the least squares fit to equation (78) 

was diagonalized to express its eigenvalues and eigenvectors in the 

glass plate (crystal) frame. Since the relationship between the 

. glass plate and unit cell frames is known, the coordinates of the atoms 

in the unit cell were· simply transformed to coordinates in the glass 

plate frame~ Using the glass· P.late frame to define a new .. unit cell .. , 

the molecules. were plotted using ORTEP2B, replacing the conventional 
I 

thermal ellipsoids with the chemical shift tensor. This allowed easy 

visualization of the relationship of the shift tensor to the molecule. 

D. Preparation of Samples 

. a-Ca2P 2o1 
doped with 2+ . . 1 Mn was the gift of Professor A ex 

Pines and originally came from the laboratory of Professor C. Calvo at 

McMaster University. The orientation of the crystal was determined by 

Xray crystallography using the Laue precess ion method. The lengths of 

the unit.cell axes were measured and found to-be a= 12.61 A0 , b = 8·.51 

A0 , and c = 5.26 A0 , in good agreement with thereported values of 12.66, 

8.54, and 5.315 A0 •
49 

CaHP04 ·2H2o (brushite) was .grown by the slow diffusion methods of 

HuffmanSO and LeGeros.51 Approximately 750 ml of 0.85 M NH4H2Po4 
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solution was placed in a 3 liter beaker. Inside of this beaker was 

placed a l liter beaker containing 900 ml of 0.61 M Ca{N0
3

)
2 

solution 

doped with Mn(N03) 2 at a level of 2 g/liter. Approximately 1 liter 

0.1 mM HN03 was layered carefully on t.op of the two solutions to 

complete the setup. The setup was. covered with aluminum foil to 

prevent evaporation and left.· The first crystals were seen after 

L 5 months, and the crystals were finally harvested after 23 months. 

Most were large thin plates, measuring approximately 10 x 20 rrm, but 

some were rods measuring about 3 x 3 x 5 nm. A 4 x 3 x 5 rrm rod was 

used in the NMR experiments. The orientation of the crystal was · 

detenni ned by the Laue precession method, and the unit cell axes were 

measured as a = 5.77 A0 , b = 14.91 A0 , and c = 6~209 A0
• These agree 

. . 0 52 
well with the reported values of 5.81, 15.18, and 6.239 A • 

. H
3

N+cH
2

CH
2
oPo

3
-H {phosphorylethanolamine) was grown by slow 

evaporation at room .temperature fran an aqueous solution originally. 

containing 5 g phosphorylethanolamine (Sigma lot.68B-1790) in 20 ml 

distilled water. The crystals grew as long rods and were harvested 

after approximately ten days. A piece measuring 4 x 4 x 5 mm was cut 

from a longer rod and used for the NMR experiment. The orientation , 

of the crystal was determined by the Laue precession method and the 

unit cell dimensions were measured· as a = 8.97, b = 7. 72, and c = 8'.82 

A0 , in agreement with the reported values of 9.04, 7.75, and 8.S6 A0 ; 53 
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IV. RESULTS 

A. Effectiveness of the WAHUHA Experiment 
.. 

The WAHUHA experiment is highly effective in removing phosphorous 

homonuclear broadening in solids. This is illustrated by the spectra 

of a-Ca2P2o7 
in Figure 20. Spectrum (a) is from a typical free induc

tion decay (FlO) experiment with a digitizing rate of lOpsec per point.. 

Spectrum (b)· is from a 4-pulse WAHUHA experiment with a cycle time of 

48.)-<sec performed on the same sam.ple in the same o:ientation. The line

width of approximately 1 KHz seen in the free induction decay experiment 

is reduced to 100 Hz by the WAHUHA experiment. The linewidths could 

probably be reduced further with the use of a more sophisticated cycle 0 

such as the 8-pulse WAHUHA or REV-8 cycle54 which compensate for imper

fections in. the four pulse WAHUHA cycle and cause higher order terms in 

the dipolar interaction to vanish. In addition to the reduced 'linewidths, 

the effect of the WAHUHA experiment in scaling the chemical shifts by 

1/fJ is clearly evident. 

B. Effectiveness of the PENIS Experiment 

Spectra which illustrate the comparison between the PENIS experiment. 

and free induction decay experiments are shown in Figure 21. Figure 21 a 

is the spectrum from a 250-pass free induction decay experiment done on 

a single crystal of phosphoryl ethanolamine. The repetition rate of one· 

pass every 30 seconds was slow enough to avoid saturation. Figure 21b 

I 

. : 
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a) From free induction decay 

b) From WAHUHA 

XBL 756-5285 

Figure 20. Spectra of a-Ca2P2o7 
a) Spectrum from free induction decay with a digitizing rate of 

10 llsec/pt. 

b) Spectrum from WAHUHA experiment with a cycle time of 48 lJSec. 
) 

. The sea 1 e applies to both spectra. 

. .. 
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a) 

b) 

c) 

0 2 3 

KHz 

XBL756-5279 

figure 21. Spectra of Phosphorylethanolamine. 
. . 

a) 250-Pass free induction decay experiment· 
·b)· 250~Pass free induction decay experiment wiLh 'H decoupling . 
. c) 250-Pass PENIS experiment with 'c = l msec. The scale is in 
·KHz and app1 i es to all spectra. 
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is from a 250-pass free induction decay experiment performed on the 

same sample in the presence of an 8;6 gauss 1H decoupling field. 

Finally, Figure 2lc is from a 250-pass PENIS experiment done on the 

same sample. 

The most obvious feature of these spectra is the effectiveness 

of the lH decoupling field in removing the heteronuclear broadening 

in both the PENIS and FID experiments with decoupling .. The linewidth 

was reduced to 500Hz by the decoupling field from a value of 5.5 KHz 

without the decoupling field. Doubling the 1H field produces no 

further line narrowing, and ·since the P-P distance in phosphorylethanol

amine is only 4.275 A0
, it is likely that the residual broadening is 

due to homonuclear dipolar interactions. As a comparison, the P-P 

distance in ci-ca
2

P 
2
o
7 

is 2.897 A0 and the linewidths seen .in an 

undecoupled free induction decay experiment are on the order of a 

kilohertz. Based on the l/r3 dependence of the 'dipolar interaction, 

it would be expected that the contribution to linewidth from the P-P 

dipolar interaction in phosphorylethanolamine should be on the order 
,/ 

of 300 Hz. Since this calculation is only rough, neglecting the 

orientation dependence in the dipolar interaction, assigning at least 

most of the remaining linewidth in the phosphorylethanolamine spectrum 

to P-P dipolar interactions is quite reasonable. 

A second feature of these spectra is the fact that the enhancement 

factor of the PENIS experiment is only app~ximately one, and this is 

typical of all the 31 P compounds whictt have been observed. The theory 

predicts from equation (74) that the enhancement for phosphoryl ethanol-

. amine should be a factor of approximately 2. 2, but the somewhat low 

enhancement factor_is compensated for by the much faster repetition 
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rate possible with the .PENIS experiment. The acquisition time for 

the PENIS spectrum of Figure 2lc was only l/6 that of the FID spectrum 

in Figure 2la. This effect is due to _the fact that between ~ID passes 

it is the 3lp nucled which must reestablish spin-lattice equilibrium, 

while between PENIS passes it is the more abundant, less .isolated 1H 

spins which must reestablish spin-lattice equilibrium. The organa-
/ 

phosphates studied show 31 P spin.;.lattice relaxation times of approxi~ 

mately one second. The factor of six reduction in acquisition time 

shown for phosphorylethanolamine is typical for these compounds. 

A much larger re.duction in acquisition time has been seen with 

the inorganic phosphates •. Their 1H spin-lattice relaxation times are 

similar to those_ of the organophosphates, but their 31 P spin-lattice 

relaxation ti
1
mes are much longer, on the order ·of 2-3 minutes. Figure 

22 illustrates the repetition rate.increase for a typical inorganic 

phosphate, NH4H2Po4• Th~ figure contains spectra of equal acquisition 

times from PENIS and FID experiments performed on a single crystal 

sample. Both spectra represent 5 minutes• worth of data taken at the 

fastest non-saturating repetition rates. For the FID experiment this 

was one pass, while for the PENIS experiment 60 passes were taken in 

the same time span. 

The contact time -rc for the PENIS experiments on phosphoryl

ethanolamine and ~H4H2Po4 was l msec in both cases, and this time 

proved to be suitable for all other phosphates studied thus far. 

This suggests simillr cross polarization dynamics for both inorganic 

and organophosphate solids. 
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a) From PENIS experiment with a 1 msec contact time. 60 passes were taken in 5 minutes. 
The s~ale applies' to both spectra. -
b) From free induction decay experiment. One pass was taken in 5 minutes. 
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C. a-Ca2P 
2
o

7
_ Chemical Shift Tensor 

WAHUHA spectra were taken as a function of rotation angle for 

three different orientations of a crystal of a-Ca
2

P
2
o
7

• The spectra 

were taken in so intervals over a range of 180°. A typical spectrum 

. is shown in Figure 23. It was taken with a cycle time of 56.4_..P<sec 

and contains-400 passes taken at the rate of one every 15 seconds. 

The pulsing frequency was 24.284 MHz, approximately 3 ._3 KHz abo~e the 

H3Po
4 

resonance frequency.· An external standard of P(OCH3)
3 

served as 

a reference. 

It has been shown that the chemical shift tensor in a crystal must 

obey the symmetry of the Laue point group to which the unit cell of 

the crystal belongs. 55 This allo~s the prediction.of the maximum 

number of lines which may be seen at any orientation of the crystal. 

a-Ca2P 
2
o

7 
crystallizes in the monoclinic space group P21/n. 49 All 

monoclinic space groups are in the Laue point group 2/m which allows 

a maximum of two li,nes for each chemically different nucleus present. 

Since a-Ca2P
2
o
7 

contains two distinct phosphorous nuclei, this predicts 

a maximum of four lines in a spectrum from an arbitrary orientation. 
\ 

Eight distinct lines are seen in the spectra of the a-Ca2P2o7 crystal 

used in this work, indicating that it is twinned. 

The peak position as a .function of rotation ·angle was measured 

and least-squares fit to equation (77). The experimental points and 

fit curves are in F~gures 24-26. The full tensors are found from the 

sets of lines containing the corresponding line from each of the three 

orientations. The determination of the eight corresponding sets was 

accomplished in two ways. If the orientations were exactly orthogonal,· 

there would be a set of equivalent sample orientations and the spectra 
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Fi~ure 23. Typical WAHUHA Spectrum of a-Ca
2
P
2
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Crystal. 

·The scale is in ppm relative to 85% H3Po4 taking upfield shifts as positive and has been 
compensated for the 1/VJ WAHUHA scale factor. 
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Figure 24. Rotation Plot for a-Ca2P~o7 in Orientation I. This plot includes .data points and curves 
calc1,.1lated from least squares data f1ts •. The symbols used in this figure match those used for 
corresponding lines in Figures 25 and 26. The frequency is relative to an arbitrary zero. 
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calculated from least squares data f1ts. The symbols used in this figure match those used for 
corresponding 1 i nes in Figures 24 and 26. The frequency is relative to an ·arbitrary zero. 
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from the two orientations would be identical and the correspondence 

could be assigned. Since the orientations used were only approximately 

orthogonal, the possible matching could only be reduced to a few 

choices in each case. The remaining ambiguity was removed by trying 

the full tensor least squares fit with all possible sets and choosing 
' 

the sets which showed lowest error in the fit. These sets were 

mutually exclusive, and gave a consistent set of eight final tensors. 

Once the tensors had.been detennined, the problem of assigning 

than to the nuclei remained. In general two chemically equivalent 

nuclei on synmetry-related molecules in a unit cell will give two 

shift tensors with the same principal parts but with synmetry-rel a ted 

eigenvectors •.. The assigrrnent of the tensors to the nuclei is not 

unique and must rely on chanical intuition. This problem is com

pounded in the present cas~ by the presence of two phosphorous atoms 

per molecule, and by the pro~lem of crystal twinning. 

All sixteen pass ible tensor assignments were plotted using ORTEP 

and examined for correlation with the structure of the ion. Of the 

sixteen combinations, only. the one shown in Figure 27 showed good 

carrel ati on~ Furthermore, this choice of tensors met two essential 

requirements. First~ the tensors came from different pairs of screw

related tensors, indica ti'ng that they did not belong to the same 

phosphorous atom. Secondly. the orientation for the tensor on P(l). 

·· is very similar to that of ·the tensor on P(2). This would be expected, 

since the two halves of the pyrophosphate ion are almost fdentical. 

The eigenvalues of these tensors and their screw-related counterparts 

are reported in Table II. 

The values of the shift tensor for the similar compound Na4P2o7 

in solution is also reported. If the two molecules had identical shift 

. ' 
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Figure 27. Chemical Shift Tensors of a-Ca2P20 . These are three views showing orientations of the 
chemical shift ~enso~s on the P?01 anion. Tne7shift tensors are represented b~ the ellipsoids, with 
the shortest ax1s be1ng the m?s~ aownfield comp~~ent of the tensor. The label1ng of the atoms · 
corresponds to that of the or1g1nal X-ray work. 
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Table II. Chemical Shifts* 

a-Ca2P207 

P(l) 77.8 40.2 -47.7 

73.1 37.7 -43.8 

Average 75.5 39.0 -45.8 

P(2) 72.5 47.0 -42.2 
• 

73.5 47.4 -45.9 

Average 73.0 47.2 -44.0 

Brushite 

48.2 .3 -73.5 

51.1 1.3 -80.2 

Average 49.6 .8 -76.8 

Phosphoryl ethanolamine 

68.3 -12.9 -66.0 

68.9 -11.0 -68.4 

Average 68.6 \. -12.0 -67.2 

* All values are in ppm relative to H3Po4• 

+ ai is chemical shift in solution 

:t For Na4P
2
o7 * For Na2HP04 and K2HP04 

l/3 Trace 

23.4· 

22.3 

22.9 

25.8 

25.0 

25.4 

-8.3 

-9.3 

-8.8 

-3.5 

-3.5 

-3.5 

+ 0• 1 

+ 
6+ 

-3.5, 

-3.7 

+ 
-3.4+ 
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tensors, the solution chemical shift would equal .1/3 the trace of the 

full tensor reported. The discrepancy in the val'ves can be explained 

in part by the. fact that two different compounds are being considered 

and 'in part by the fact that the environment of the anion in the 

crystal is different than the environment in solution. 

D. CaHP0
4

·2H20 Chemical Shift Tensor 

PENIS spectra were taken as~ a fun~tion of rotation angle for three 

different orientations of a crystal of CaHP04·2H2o (brushite). The 

spectra were·taken in 5° increments over a range of 180°. A typical 

spectrum appears in Figure 28. Each spectrum was the sum of 350 

PENIS passes taken with a contact time of -r = 1 msec at the rate of 
. c 

one pass every 5 seconds. The sweep width was 20 KHz, as was the 

cutoff.frequency of the four-pole Butterworth filter. The pulsing 

frequency was 24.30 MHz, and the line frequencies were mea~ured 

relative to the resonance frequency of H3Po
4 

obtained from spectra 
' . 

taken before and after each run.· 

Brushite crystallizes in a monoclinic space group52 and therefore 

belongs to the same Laue point group 2/m that was found for a-Ca2P207" 

This leads to the prediction of a maximum of two lines in a spectrum 

fran an arbitrary orientation since in the brushite molecule there is 

only one phosphorous atom. The actual spectra contained two lines, 

in agreement with the prediction. 

Plots of line position as a function of rotation angle for the 

three orientations are shown in Figures 29-31 along with the curves 

obtained form least-squares fitting the.data to equation (77}. Due to 

the greater uncertainty in line position in the region where two peaks 
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Figure 28. Typical PENIS Spectrum of Brushite Crystal. 

The PENIS contact time was 1 msec. The scale is in ppm relative to 85% H
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' cross, these points were omitted from the least squares fit. 

Since the three orientations used for this experiment were not 

orthogona 1, . the two proper sets of 1 i nes from the different or{enta

tions could not be found by matching equivalent spectra. Instead,, 

all eight possible sets of lines were tried in the least squares 

analysis to find the full tensor. Only two corrbinations gave good 

least squares fits; and the fact that they were mutually exclusive 

line combinations was a· good indication that they were the proper 

choices. Further, the tensors had almost the same eigenvalues, and 

these eigenvalues matched those obtained from the powder pattern 

shown in Figure 32. These eigenvalues are reported in Table II along 

with the chemical shifts reported for similar ·com.pounds in solution. 

Figures 33 and 34 show the two possible assignments of the screw

related shift tensors to the brushite anion. In this case, the choice 

of assignment is not as clear as it was for the a.-Ca2P2o7' As will 

be developed in the discussion section, it is most likely that the 

anionic proton is on 0(1). This makes that oxygen unique, and there

fore the assigrvnent in Figure 33 is more likely. 

E. HN
3 

+cH
2

cH
2

0P0
3 

-H Chemical Shift Tensor 

PENIS spectra were taken as a function of rotation angle for 

three different orientations of a crystal of H
3

N+cH
2

cH
2
0P0

3 
-H 

(phosphorylethan?lamine). The spectra were taken in 5° increments 

over a range of 180°. A typical spectr;um appears in Figure 35. The 

spectra are the sum of 100 passes taken at the rate of one every 5 

secon.ds and pulsing from 24.30 MHz. The PENIS contact time was again 

1 msec, and the sweep width and filter cutoff frequencies were 20KHz. 
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The line positions we~~ measured relative to the. H
3

Po
4 

resonance 

frequency measured before and after each run. 

Phosphorylethanolamine crystalliz~s in the monoclinicspace group 
• 

·P21 /c~3 and therefore belongs to the Laue pointgroup 2/m. Two lines 

are predicted for each cherni ca lly different phosphorous, and s i nee 

there is only one type of phosphorous present, a two line spectrum 

should be observed. This was found to be the case. 

The line position as a· function of rotation angle is plotted for 
I 

the three orientations in Figures 36-38 along with the curves obtained 

from fitting the. data to equation (77). Again, the points in the 

region of peak crossover were omitted due to their high uncertainty . 

. The three orienta:tfons used were approximately orthogonal, so it . 

should be possible to detennfne the proper sets of lines by matching 

~quivalent spectra fram the three orientations. This was done for 

the lines o{ orientations I and II, but was not possible for orienta

tions II and III since the equivalence point occurred when the lines 

had degenerated to one peak. Therefore all eight possible line 

combinations were tried in the least squares analysis for the full 
J • . . 

tensor. Only two combinations gave good least squares fits, and 

these cOfiDinations contained mutually exclusive line combinations and 

agreed with the predicted combinations from matching spectra~ These 

tensors had the s~e eigenvalues, and they. agreed with the shift 

c~ponents measured from the p<Mder pattern in Figure 39. The eigen

values from the two tensors are reported in Table II, along with the 

value of the chemical shift measured in solution. As is shown in the 

table, there is good agreement between the trace of the tensor and 

the chemical shift in solution. 
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The two possible assignments of the screw-related shift tensors 

are shown 'in Figures 40 and 41. The ass'ignment in Figure 41 shows no 

obvious correlation· ~ith the phosphoryl ethanolamine molecule but the 

assignment in Figure 40 correlates well, having one tensor axis i·n 

the 0(2}-P(l)-0(3} plane and a second tensor axis in the 0(4)-P(l }-0(5} 

plane. This assignment is taken as the more probable tensor orienta

tion. 
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V. DISCUSSION 

The nature, of a chemical shift tensor is determined by the 

electron density surrounding the nucleus which is in turn determined 

primarily -by the bonding pattern of the molecule. The basic uni_t 

on the molecules studied in this work is the phosphate ion consisting 

of a central phosphorous atom surrounded by four oxygen atoms forming 

a tetrahedron. A qualitative understanding of the bonding in this 
• ion and modifications of this ion is possible through simple atomic 

orbital considerations. 

Since phosphorous is a third row element, it has empty d orbitals 

available for bonding. The participation of 3d orbitals in phospho

rous bonding is ·the subject of debate, but there is much evidence to 

support the possibility •56 Cruickshank has developed a theory of 

bonding in phosphates .which provides a_ good qualitative explanation 

of the available data. 57 He postulates the 1f bond character in the 

P04~- ion is due to bonding between the phosphorous Jd
2

2 and 3dx2-y2 

orbi.tals and the oxygen 2pand 2p' orbitals. Each oxygen then has two. 
f 

2p orbitals which overlap the orbitals of th~ central phosphorous 

atom. This leads to the prediction of the ion existing as a regular 

tetrahedron with P--o bonds shorter than the P-0 single bond length of 

_1.71 A0 • The observed P-0 lengths in the Po4
3- ion average to 1.54 A0 , 

in agreement_with the theory. 

. . In order .to create a phosphate ester, ROPo3
2-, one oxygen 2p 

orbital must be used to form the ester bond. This leaves only one 2p 
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orbital on that oxygen to participate in n bonding with the phospho

rous. Therefore the (R)O-P bond will have a reduced n character and 

be longer. The. remaining P-0 tionds will be shorter than in the P_o4
3-

ion because they have increased n character due to the fact that one 
' 

of the phosphorous 3d orbitals is now involved in n bonds with only 

three oxy'gens. This is in keeping with observed bond lengths for a 

variety of compounds. Bonding a proton to one of the oxygens of the 

phosphate ion has a similar effect to forming an ester, although the 

magnitude of the bond lengthening is not as great. As an example, 

serine phosphate has its (R)O-P bond lengthened to 1.61 A0 , the (H)O-P 

bond lengthened to 1.56 A0 , and its remaining P-0 bonds shortened to 

1 0 57 .52 and 1.50 A. 
. . 

The bond lengths and bond; angles for a-Ca2P2o
7 

are found in Table 

III. The pyrophosphate anion may be considered to be a phosphate 

ester where the bridge oxygen has only one 2p orbital available for n 

bonding with the two phosphorous a toms. Therefore the P-O(P) bond 

lengths are longer than those of a Po4
3- ~on, and the remaining P-0 

bonds ·are shorter. The longer bonds with 1 ess n character wi 11 have 

a lower electron density and the phosphorous nucleus will be deshielded 

along the P-O(P) direction. This would result in the most downfield 

component of the shift tensor lying along the unique P-O(P) direction. 

The other two principal axes would of course be in the plane perpen

dicular to the P-O(P) direction, and since the electron density in 

this plane would be fairly symmetric, no special aligment of these 

axes is predicted. The shift tensors for a-Ca2P 2o7 shown in Figure 27 

fit well with this description. 

There is sOnle controversy over the details of the crystal struc

ture of brushite. Beevers originally reported it as being in the 
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!able III. Crystal Data 

a-Ca2P20749 

Bond Lengths 

P(l)~o(l) 1.579 A0 

P(l)-0(3) 1. 517 

P(l}-0{5) 1.524 

P(l)-0(7} 1.505 

P(2)-0(l} 1 .616 

P(2)-0(2) 1.538 

P(2)-0(4) 1. 505 

P(2)-0(6) 1.493 

Brushite~8 

· Bond Lengths 

P-0(1) 1 .69 A0 

P-0(2} 1 .34 

P-0(3} 1.58 

P-0(4) 1.69 

Phosphorylethanolamine53 

Bond Lengths . 

P(1)-0(2) 1.493 A0 

P(l)-0(3) 1.503 

P(l)-0(4) 1.557 

P(l}-0(5) 1.591 

·Bond Angles 

0(1 )-P(l )~0(3) 

0(1 )-P(l )-0(5) 

0(1 )-P(l )-0(7) 

O(l )-P{2)-0(2) 

O(l)-P(2)•0(4) 

O(l)-P(2}-0(6) 

P(l }-0{1 )-P(2) 

Bond Angles 

0(1 )-P-0(2} 

0(1 }-P-0(3} . 
0(1 }:""P-:-0(4) 
0(2}-P-0(3). 

0(2)-P-0(4) 

0(3)-P-0(4) 

Bond Angles 

0(2}-P(l }-0(3} 

0(2)-P(l)-0(4) 

0(2}-P(l)-0(5) 

0{3)-P(l }~0(4} 

0(3)-P(l )~0(5) 

.0{ 4) -P (1 )-0(5) 

.-

110.5° 

109.7 

105.3 

107.9° 

109.2 

106.4 

130.0 

103° 

115 

91 

112 

116 

117 

117.4° 

109.8 

103.9 

109.3 

109.6 

106.2 
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centrosyllllletric space group 12/a and gave the anion as a regular · 

tetraHedron with bond lengths of 1.53 and 1.54 A0 • Two oxygen 

distances were close enough to permit hydrogen ·bonding with the 

anionic hydrogen. One choice placed the hydrogen between 0(1) and 

an oxygen from a water of hydration; the other p 1 aced it between the 
' two waters of hydration. Beevers chose the latter position to conform 

with the unit cell symmetry. This work was challenged by Jones and 

Smi th58 who cited piezoelectric and wide-l.i ne NMR data which shO'IJed 

brushite was not centrosymmetri c. They refined the ori gina 1 brush.i te 

structure into the non-centrosyllllletric space group Ia. In the course 

of the refinement, the tetrahedron was distorted to the bond lengths 

and bond angles shONn in Table III. They assign tpe.anionic hydrogen 

to 0(1) and mention the possibility that it may occupy alternating 

sites on 0(1) and 0{3) in the crystal lattice. 

The final refinement by Jones and Smith58 seems to have arrived 

at unreasonable bond lengths and angles ·for thfs compound. The bond 

length of 1.34 A0 is extremely short for a P-0 bond, and lengths of 

L69 A0 are extremely long, especially. for a molecule which to a first 

approximation is perturbed only slightly from a regular Po4
3- tetra

hedron. The structure cannot be centrosymmetric, however, so the 

best assumption is that the structure reported by Beevers should be . 
modified slightly along the lines indicated by Jones and Smith.· The 

anionic hydrogen could reasonably be assigned to 0(1), especially 

since Beevers' original symmetry restraint is removed. With this in 

mind, the ·tensor assignment in Figure 33 is more reasonable, since 

one principal axis carrel ates with the unique oxygen 0(1). ·The bond

ing theory predicts that the P-O(H) bond will be longer, having a 

I 
.I 
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reducedn character and a lower electron density. The component of 

the shift tensor along the P-O( H) direction would then be expected to 

be the most dcwnfi el d component since the phosphorous nucleus is 

deshielded in this direction. Again, this agrees with the observed 

results. . 

The bond lengths and angles for phosphorylethanolamine are in 

Table II I. One of the oxygens, 0( 5), is bonded to ~a carbon to form 

the ester, and 0( 4) is directly bonded to H(12). The bond 1 engths to 

these two oxygens are 1 onger than those for P04 J- i ndi eating 1 ess IT' 

character and lower electron density, as would be predicted from 

Cruickshank's theory. The remaining two P-0 bond$ are shortened due 

to the increased availability of the 3d orbitals and resultant 

increased n character of the bonds. Presumably the fact that these 

two oxygens share in hydrogen bonds with hydrogens from other molecules 

is a much weaker perturbation. The electron density around the phos

phorous nucleus would be concentrated in the plane perpendicular to 

the plane containing ·the long ·p-o5(R) and P-0
4 

(H) bonds, leaving the 

phosphorous relatively deshielded in the 0(5)-P-0(4) plane. The 

most downfiel.d canponent of the shift tensor is found in this plane, 

in agreenent with the prediction .. Within the high electron density 

plane containing the P-0(2) and P-0(3) bonds~ the electron density 

would be concentrated along the bonds. The minil'llJm electron density 

would be expected to be along the direction bisecting the 0(2)-P-0(3) 

bond angle, and therefore the more downfield of the two principal 

parts of the tensor in this plane would be expected to lie along the 

bisector of the 0(2)-P-0(3) bond angle. That this is qualitatively 

true is seen in Figure 40. 
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VI. CONCLUSION 

I 

The linewidths seen in the PENIS experiments were rather large, 

indicating the probability of homonuclear dipolar broadening being an 

important factor. If this is true in the case of phospholipids in 

membranes as well, a combined PENIS-WAHUHA experiment could be done 

to remove both homonucl ear and heteronuclear dipolar broadening. This 

could also be achieved with a WAHUHA experiment with heteronuclear 

decoupling, but the large reduction in data acquisition time possible 

with a PENIS experiment makes the cori>ined experiment the preferred 

~~oice. 

The chemical shift tensors reported for the three phosphate 

molecules demonstrate that the shift tensor is a sensitive probe of 

the phosphorous environment, even when the phosphorous atom•s nearest 

neighbors are all oxygen atoms. In each case, the tensor orientation 

is consistent with a simple picture of the electron density distribu

tion around the phosphorous nucleus. The success of these early 

results indi·cate that the 1 ong range goal of moni taring the phospho-

1 ipid head groups in biological membranes using PENIS and WAHUHA 

experiments is indeed feasible. 
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APPENDIX I 

CARTESIAN AND SPHERICAL TENSORS 

AND ROTATION MATRIX ELEMENTS 

'Cartesian and Spherical Tensors 

A first rank cartesian tensor I = (Ixiyiz) transforms to the 

first rank spheri~al tensor I1 where 

(I. 1) 

I' ::..z: 
(I i! 

( 1.2) 

A second rank cartesian tensor A is composed of a zero, first, 
' ~ ' 

and second rank spherical tensor. Taking A as 

(I.3) 

then the spherical tensors are 

( 1.4) 

(1.5) 

(I .6) 
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(I. 7) 

(I .8) 

(I. 9) 

It is apparentfrom these equations that if the cartesian tensor is 

synmetri c, the spheric a 1 tensor A 1 vanishes. 

The cartesian form of the symmetric chemical shift interaction is 

L-a·J!
0 

where 

(I .·10) 

(f :. (·: 
z 

(1.11) 

and 
(1.12) 

The spherical form of the chemical shift interaction is C(kqoq) • 

· I 1 F'1t
1 

where 11 is as in equations (1.1) and (1.2) -q q 0 . 

t,+i:+/ I. 

C(kf.ot.) = (-;) · (;z.t+l)~(kl~o/ kttt) 
. \[3 

(1.13) 

(1.14) 

L::" 1 ' : F 1 = 0 r ::tl o 
(1.15) 

(I. 16) 

(1.17) 
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{!.18) 

:and 

{1.19) 

The heteronuclear dipolar interaction in cartesian form is 
~~ ~z . . ~ ~ !·~·i where 1 is as in equation {I. 10) and..§ is the corresponding 

column vector, and 

( r•-J~' - 3'?( !:1 -my ~= - '5"XJ ,.,._ 'S ~'a -3fjZ ( !.20) 
~ 

-3x~ -3 tf'f ,...~~z& 

' The spherical fonn of the hereronuclear dipolar interaction is 
1 . 

C(kqq lm)tRt I S 11 where 
q -m q 

1 . 
I is as defined in equations (1.1) and (1.2) and s1 is defined in the 

same manner. !R~ is defined as 

(I. 22) 

= tR': 0 
0 

( 1.23) 

R1.22 = 1r (~3?t'- .. J ff'" + "i "X-!f) (I. 24) 

"2 :J.I = :t (s-x~ .:!:. l!tJr) {1.25) 

R:z - -fz (-:r-x2 -J~a -t-6~; { 1.26) 
0 

. ' 
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The cartesian fonn of the homonuclear dipolar interaction is 

~~,;s-... I·R·I 'where Rand I are as defined in equations (!.20) and 
r -~- :::::::: ,.., 

(!.10), except that the second time 1 oc.curs it is a column vector. 

The spherical fonn of the homonuclear dipolar interaction would 

be the sum of tR0 I~cR 111 an~lR2I 2 tenns. Since it has been shown that 

~0 and <R 1.vanish, the dipplar interaction contains only '(,
2

6" (-;).., ~,: .L;, 
r-? 

wherelR2 is as defined in equations (1.24)- (1.26) and 

~: -= "i (.z--;{1;-Ij.Ij ± lcQI:r~) 

_r2 = + ( Ixi. ± ,·I:;~) 
:t.J 

(1.27) 

(I. 28) 

(I. 29 ), 

Wigner Rot,tion Matrices 

The 

The general equation for the Wigner rotation matrix elements is 

g,' (1fJ e 111): e-i-'JI'e-•'"J!o z (-l>lc v ("1-t-,.,)~ rrn?Jl ~rn·)( -rn'J' 
'"~ I • . "= J:.! (1-+n?-K ! (1-n7'-k)! (1 T,.-1

1-,n)! 

x (cos ~ Jr"•--· . ..., ~S'" ;l" +m'-"" (1.30) 

values ·for the coefficients used in this work are 

~.: (~~1?) ,., ': .<. I 0 -; -.;z 

(--iL -2! ~ 
_'{{; 

0 -..L.. 0 
_If{; 

7i -< 4( 
~~ ~. «. 

.z:_ {Z" 

(o) 1):: o) 0 _..t.. 0 
~. ~ .:? If 

(o _z o) VI 0 -..L () Vi: 
J Ol I ~ .:z ~ 

. -8;,~o(~e,-~). h-1'= I 0 -; 

(-tL _JL 2L) :z., 
0 

.:z . 

. <l I .:<, ;2 . 

-:;[ t. . ~" . 

(o~.!f.o) 
-'fl. 0 

1,{2:" 
;;t 7 

( o -11:' o) y-i. 0 - 'JZ.. 
. I :2 I ;r < 
(~ tt; 0) 0 -I 0 
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APPENDIX II 

SOLUTION OF SCHRODINGER EQUATION TO FIND CHEMICAL SHIFTS 

The hamiltonian for a system of nuclei in an external magnetic 

field H = H z and experiencing chemical shifts is 0 . . 

=--~~II,(-~ CJ;~ -..L3 a;~ + Iz (1-a;tt» 
. 

The angular momentum eigenstates P/2> and j-l/2> form a convenient 

basis for the matr.ix representation of X(, and in this representation 

The eigenvalues for this system are found by solving the secular 

equation, 

( )
'2. .. .,~.-.JJ2 ,-2 ~ 2 ya.;z//a j.~:~vV"/1 2 0 -t /- Oiz '/ h 176 -1-c, - J( o;~ 0 II "1'q - t' VJl 0 -, ~ :: 

and they are 

This means that the NMR transition frequencies will be 

(II.J) 

(II.4) 

(Il.S) 
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Since the magnitude of thechemical shift terms is much less than unity, 

it is a good approximation to neglect the terms quadratic in chemical 

shift, leaving 

{II.6) 

Thus, azz is the measured chemical shift component. 

Equation (II. 5) may a 1 so be written as 

{II. 7) 

where ~ = i and is the direction of the applied magnetic field. From 

this equation it is straightforward to.show that it is only the symme·

tric part of~ which is measured. 40 

( 
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APPENDIX II I· 

SETUP FOR WAHUHA AND PENIS EXPERH~ENTS 

The setup for the 4-pul se WAHUHA experiment is shown in Figure 

III-1. This figure contains a schematic diagram for the wiring of 

the patch panel for the Nicolet 293 I/0 Controller. The connections 

are on the B patch panel unless otherwise indicated. This figure 
( 

also shows the appropriate connections from the BNC outputs of the 

293 Controller. The outputs pass through the external driver ampli

fiers and then to the indicated destinations. Typical pulse times 

Pl-P4 and Dl-04 used in experiment are listed in the figure, and 

the final pulse sequence is shown. The necessary,modifications of 

v. 182 of TlPRGMII are listed in Table III-I. The format used in 

the tab 1 e i s : 

address/old statement new statement 

The necessary changes are in the TlCLEC and TlEXEC modules, as 

indicated in the table. These modifications when used with the 

patch panel wiring in Figure lli-1 produce the desired pulse sequence 

when the Tl PRGM is used in the auto recur (AR) ex tern a 1 address 

advance (XA) mode. 

The setup for a multiple contact PENIS experiment is shown in 

Figure III-2. The patch panel wiring and pulse destinations follow 

the same format as in Figure III-1. The pulse sequence and pulse 

1 engths shown is for the 1-contact experiment used. The necessary 

modi-fications in v. 182 of TlPRGM are in Table lll-2. In this case, 

only the TlCLEC module is modified. To perform the PENIS experiment, 

the T1PRGM is run in the positive trigger (PT) mode with·wp (formerly 
' 

"wait pulse") as the number of contacts. 
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Figure III-1. Setup for 4-Pu1se WAHUHA Experiment. 
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Table III-I. WAHUHA Modifications 

LOA TIC!... 2-C 

* P.'J:\J ·nitJB'J3 

20 63/200040 6 64 
2013120 3·a0·2i0 75 
207713710165 1 0 1 
21 1 0 I 20 0 0 4 6 6 1 1 1 
2117120004(16 122 
24 51 I 200·3466 2001746 
256413110746 20017 52 
2567/00.040 3 2 2001 7 36 
260411000544 2·7;2i 1 7 6 6 
31 57 I 20 0 0 4 3 6 11 60 
367 5120004~ 6 1676 
3700/200·1466 1701 

3746/0006367 0 
37-'4710005762 1 1 0,0 10 
37 5010001~467 4254 
375110770007.1 102!1746 

37 5212001247 0 
375310303755 2002! 40 6 
375411001424 3110746 
3755103746::?1 10~1752 

37 56/?.i 354 622 0 
3757 1077000·?.1 2·~00466 

376010002i000 4244 
37 6 i 1000000·:3 44242 
37 62100·?.1?.1300 4:;,5160 
37 6311iH?i002H~0 1761 
37 64/0000021·21 4032 
3765/000021021 12101756 

37 661000 67 67 :3 
37 6710 '.Hi71?136 4104 
377010006761 1000 54'' 

5626100000:10 330 301 
562710000000 3270 

. 56301000:32102! 31 1 30 1 
5631/0000000 3264 

76003 

*STO T1CLEC 2000~5637:? 
DELETS:Y 

* F!J!'J hI N Bl.J3 

1663/02!00000 311301 
16641000~000 330301 
7600·3 

*STO TISXSC 0-1777J0:~ 
DSLSTS:Y 

* 
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Figure IIr-2. Setup for PENIS Experiment. 
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Table III-2~ PENIS Modifications 

LOA TlCLE:C 

*RUN n!NBTJ3 
206312000406 64 
20731203~HH~0 75 
207713710165 101 
211012000466 1 1 1 
21 1 7 I 20 0 0 4 0 6 1 2 2 
245112000466 2001746 
2564)3110746 20~1752 
256710004032 570 
2 57 6 I 2 7 0 6 7 5 5 20 0 1 7 6 0 
260411000544 2001774 
315712000406 1160 
367512000406 1676 
370012000466 1701 

37461000 6 367 ~ 

374710005762 110010 
375010004467 ~254 

375110770000 1 '321 17 !.!() 

375212001 21~7 0 
37531000 375 5 3111777 
375411001424 2404100 
375510374621 2210040 6 
375610 354622 31121746 
375710 77000!; 565 

3762110000000 0 
37 6110000000 27216100 
376210000000 1767 
37631000000~; 4032 
37641000vit:300 -27 •21 67 55 
376510 2100000 562 
37 661000 67 67 600 · .. 

376710007036 0 
37 67 1000000~ 1121001 
37701000676'1 4254 
377 110000000 2170000 
377 210000000 4254 
377 310000000 1756 

377410000000 0 
377 51000 2000 4104 
377 611000000 1000 541! 

377710006273 5707 

7600G 

*STO Tl CLEC 20 0 0- 56 3 7 : ? 
DELETE:Y 

* 
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APP(NOIX IV 

C<J4PUTER PROGRAMS 

This appendix contains listings of the canputer programs used 

to analyze the data from the single crystal experiments. The flow 

chart in Table IV-1 shows how the programs are related, and the 

c0111l1ents in the programs themselves explain what each one does. -

The t-2 library subroutines ARRAY, MPRO, MSUB, MINV, and ENTRY are 

used in many of the programs but are only listed in the FULL S LEAST 

SQUARES program. The program ORTEP2B is a library program in the 

Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory (LBL) 7600 computer and is not listed. 

The program. EIGEN is simply an ~ccess program to the LBL HDIAG · 

_routine and also is not listed. 

' 



Input: 
c9,¢for Unit Cell Axes 

CRYSTAL 
COORD. 

ROTATION 
TEST 

Vector -i'JGlass 
Plate Frame . 

'' 
.J, 

Atomic Coordinates 
in Glass Plate Frame 

" Table IV-1. Flow Ch~rt 

Input: 
V,H for Glass Plates A,B 

t 
ROTATION 

/ 

' 

Rotation Matrix 
Coefficients 

__, ORTEP2B ~ 

~ 
Output: 

Tensor Drawn on Molecule 

Input: 
V,H for Glass Plates A,C; and e.t· 

.} 

.. 

• 1 

MODIFIED 
ROTATION 

Tensor 
. .,. FULL S 

LEAST 
SQUARES 

Components 

Tensor r in ... 
Glass Plate Frame "' 

Input:. 
Rotation Data 

~ 
3x3 LEAST 
SQUARES 

EIGEN 

~ 
Output: 

Diagonalized Tensor 

I 
;.... 

N 
N 
I 



.i 

c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

PR6GRA~: 3 X 3 LEAST SQUARES 
THIS PRCGRA~ CALCULATES THE SHIFT TENSOR VALUES SCNNI•SIPPII 
ANO SINPI FRO~ A LEAST SQUARES FIT T6 A ROTATION PLOT• 
INPUT: M IS NUMBER OF RUNS1 COR IS C~RRECTI6N ANGLE TO 
LI~E GONIO~ETER N AXIS UP WITH MA.NETIC FIELD• N IS NUMU~R OF 
DATA POINTs, ·THEN C~MES SETS OF G1X •HERE G IS G6Nl6METEk 
ANGLE AND X !S LINE FREQUENCY• . . 
T~E RUTPUT TEN~6R VALUES A~E SCNNI,S(PPI,SCNPI . 
OI~ENSION Y1191•W1191,Fl140I,E11401•S11JI•SIJ•li•E140•111P131 
O!~E~sje~ W(J•311YI3•11 . . . . . . ... 
O!~[NSJON XI~D•li•UI40i31•VI3•4011Xli401•UlllBDIIV111801•CI31 
O!Ml~S!O~ IWORK1131~I~ORK213l 
O!ME~SION QCJI,F1401ll 
DI~ENSlON YZI40•11 

REA015ti!IM 
2 FORMAT I 131 

R£ACI5•121Cf!R 
F"'«~"UTCFlOo51 .12 
D~ il'!>O L•1•11 
REAOI51101N 

10 F!lRMAT 1131 
D!l oO 1•1•~ 
REA015t151~•XII1ll 

15 FCRHAT IFI0•5•F10•51 
Pi11•G•CeR 
PI 2 I • PI ll + 90 • 
DO 20 K•1•2 
R • PCKI•J•tot593/l80• 
CP<I • COSCRI 
UC!•KI • CIK1••2 

20 C!lNTINUE 
Ul!tll • 2••CC11•Ci2·i·--·----·· 

40 CONTIIoiUE 
DO 80 1•1•N 
De 70 K•1•l 
Y(I".JI * UlltKI 

70 Cf',:TINUE 
80 CONTI,.UE 

CALL AHRAYC2tN•lt~O,J,U1tUI 
CALL A"RAYI2o3oNtlto0tVltYI 
CALL ARRAyC2oN•1~40i1•X1•XI 
CALL 11PH0CY1tXl•Y1oJ•Nt010t11 
CALL MPI!OcVtoUltWI~J,~t0101JI 
CALL 11!NYCwt,3•DE1tiWO~Kl1I~6RKal 
CALL MPROcwt,Y1tS!o3tlo0•0•11 
CALL MPI!DIUtoSl•FioN~Jo~t0111 
CAL~ ~5UBcrtoXI•EioNo1t0•01 
CALL ARRA'I'C 1o3tltl•t•St•SI 
CALL ARRAVC1t~ti~•0•1•Xl•XI 
CALL A~RAYiltN•1••0•1•El•EI 
CALL AR~AYCto~•1••0•1~F11FI 
Wl!lTEI8•19!11COH 

198 F~R~AT(/////21H CeRRECTION ANGLE IS ,Fl0•51 

200 

202 

210 

WRITE18•2nbl . 
FOR~AT(//?IH THE SHIFT TENSOH IS I 
WRITE 18120ZISI111),SI21li•~IJI11 
F~RMATC1H0tF!0•••5X,Fl0•4•5XtF10•~1 
WRITE I 81210 I 
FCIRI1ATC///I/ .. 2H MEABURE;11ENT _ CALC VA_LUE ERRCIR I 

1 
2 
3 
4. 

5 
6 
7 
8 
!I 
10 
11 
12 
13 . 
14 

15 
16 
17 
18 
1!1 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
211 
29 
30 
31 
32 
JJ 
3'1 
JS 
36 
37 
38 
J!l 
40 
H 
'>2 
43 ... 
•5 
.. 6 
H 
•8 
'>!I 
50 
51 
52 
53 

.54 
55 
56. 
57 
58 
5!1 

"---- ----- ----·-· ·--· -- --------- ~ 

·~ 
r 

'· 

lj,O 

(' 

. --...:- --·--· -· -·· ------

" 
L 

v 

__, 
N 
w 
I 

0 

0 

·t\:> 

"'· lilt::!.\..(.... 

(..;l 

0· 

J'::..· 

·"J 

.{.;-". 

.... o 



) 

·--\ 

no 
-- --2,0 

250 

De 2•0 I•t•N 
WRITEI812201XIlll11Fil1li1EII111 
FeJR~•TilH •E15•8•5X,E15•8•5X,El5•81 
Ce-.TINUE 
C!lNTINUE 
STeP 

11 
IC 

Y1 
E 
v 

END 

lo1!1RK2 

co: 
L:••Ll 
L:HLl 

2 
80, 
220 

OOlOITI COR 
OOlDITI R 

00261TJ Wl 
015EITJ p 

03E31T I X1 
OA071TI Q 

A RAY 
L HSl 
L 8852 

0017 :tZ' 
0000 :70 
02•0 

00111TJ L 
__ OOlEITJ __ OEL 

--- OOHITJ n· 
Ot061TJ w 
.05~81TI Ul 
Ot.OAITJ F 

···-· 

---· ·--
MPRD 111NV 
L:HR2 LlHL2 
LI88C2 L188X 

002b 1250 0253 
0009 :191 .0192 

PR!lCEDURE BL!ICK LENGTH! 02b9 
DATA BLCCK LENGTH! _ 0803_ 
T!lTAL PRCGRAI1 LF.NGTHI 006C 
0 ERR!lRS 

.. 

SCALAR 11AP 

~Ol•ITI N 
00231TJ. 

ARRAY MAP 

005CCTI El 
OtDF_Ill y 

05C31 Tl Vl 
OA131 T I vz 

EXTERNAL PHCtEOUREB 

11SUB MlRE.S 
L:HAl LlHMl 

LAbEL 11AP 
··~• ··--··-• ---P••• 

110 003lt : .. o 
1200 01110 l202 

00l51TI 

001••1 T I Sl 
OlFAITI X 
07DFITI c 
OAHBITI 

-···· 
Ll88S 
LlH01 

OOBC :15 
01E2 1210 

LI88C 
LIHR3 

005b 
OlFC 

~oo· 
bl 
b2 

_63 
H 
6!1 
66 

001111 T I_ G 

OHCITI s 
0203111 u 
09FBITI Iw!lRK1 

LI88W 
~:HI12 

120 OOAJ 
:2•o 02•F 

---- ... --------------::---

0017CTI. 

0155111 
027BITI 
OAO•CT I 

f 

-·"' 

~r' 

,... 

• 
" 
" 

~ 

""" 

..... 
N 
~ 
I 



'• 

_,; 

c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

. ' 

PR~GRAMl R!'JTATION 
GIVEN THE IJ~tE'HATIOIII llF T~O VECTORS IN THE NPS FRAME• THIS 
PROGRAM CALCULATES THE ROTATI~N MATRIX ~ECE&SARY TM BRING 
VECTOR l ALO••G THE S Al(JS AND VE.C:TOR 2 I"' THE +"'S PLANE• THE 
TRANSPOSE ~F THIS MATRI~ SUPPLIES THE DIRECTION .COSINES TO BE USED 
IN FULl S Til CALCULATE THE CHEMICAL SHIFT TENSOR• 
I"PUTl K, T~E NUMRER OF MATRICES TO BE CALCULATE.Uo IN EACH (ASE 
P•JT 'IN v,., wHICH A!IE THE AIIGLES READ 6FF OF THE OPTiCAL 
G'l~IO~ETER VERTICAL A~D HORIZONTAL WHlELSo THE PR~ORAM CONVERTS 
THESE TO EULER ANGLlS• V2 AND H2 ARE THE ANGLES kNTERED FOR THE 
SEC!lP..O.VECT'lll• 
OUT"U'l THE FU~L ROTATION MATRIX F•. THE Fl~ST T~U COLUMNS OF 
01' THE 11AT~r. IC!'lLo N AND CilLo PI WILL BE U!iEO AS THE COEFFICIENTS 
IN FULL S PR~GRAI1o . . . 
DIMEN~!ON A13•31•813•3110C3•111SIJ•11•A1191•81191,C1191 
DI~ENS!ON CIJ•31•EIJ•31•ElC911F13•311Fli911S(CJI•01C31 
DI·E~SION GIJ•li•A1C31 
DI~E~S!ON SH13•li•SF13131 

REA015121K 
2 FI'IR'1ATI Ill 

Ot! 792 L•t1K 
REA015•51V•H 

5 F6PI1ATIF10o5,F10•51 
Pwt • ABSIIROo•HI 
THE..TA•V•911, 
TR•PHI•3•1~15~3/180• 
P~•TWfTA•1•1~1593/l80o 

300 
WRJTEI8•3~01THETA1PHI 

FORH&TI/1?~ TH[T& lS,F10•518H.PHl .JS IFiO•Sl_~ 
RE&OI5,151V2,H2 

15 F~~~~T1Fl?o5,~1?•51 
Ti!•V2•90o 

310 

Pi! • ABSI180o•H21 
Ti!R•T2•3•1~1593/l80o 
Pi!R•P2•3•1•t593/l80o 
Sll•ll•COSITi!Rl•SlNIP2RI 
&12•11•Sl~IT2RI•SlNIP2RI 
Sl3•1l•C!lSIPi!Rl .. 
WR!T£18•3101T2•P2. 
FO~~&TI/27H VECTGR HAS ANGLES THETA• •Fl0o5,8H PHl • #Fl0•51 
Al.l•li•CO'liTRI 
Al1•21•0• 
All' J I ••5 IN I T.R I ____ --------------.. --------.. --_ .. _ .. ______ _ 
Ali!• 1 1•0·· 
Al2•<'1•1• 
Al2131•0• 
Al31l1•91NI TR I 
A13•i!l•O• 
AI3•31•CO'IITRI 
811•11 • COSIPRI 
8 I 1 • Z I • 'II N·l PR I 
81 1•31 • Oo 
812•11 • •SlNIPRI 
812•21 • C'lSI~RI 
812•31 • Oo 
813•1 I • Oo 
813•21 • 0• 
813•31 • 1• 
CALL ARRAYI2•l•3•l•3•A11AI 

1 
2, 
3 
~ 

5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
1l 
12 
13 
l~ 

15 
16 
17' 
18 

19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
2~ 

25 
26 
27 
28 
29 

,30 
31 
32 
33 
:j~ 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
-~0. 

H 
•2 
-~3 .. 
lt5 
46 .., 
~8 
49 
5Q 
51 
52 
53 
5~ 

55 
5& 
57 
58 
59 

('t 

PI 

• 
($ 

f'<l 

.. 
• 

____ .. ________ ( 

··-- ------ 1..' 

" 
t'· 

----------·----- ..... 

~ 

'-

.... 

.... 

v 

I __, 
N 
0'1 
I 

0 

''"\ -~ .. 

C,l 

,t;..~ 

0 

ft;~. 

'~ 
~ 

0 



CALL A~RAYI?.I31lll13181181 

CALL ARRAYI213111311151•SI 
CALL ~PR01Ait81•C1•3•3•0•01JI 
CALL MPROIC1151•DI•J•l10101.1L ____ _ 
CALL ARRAYI1•J•l•3•1•D1•01 
El 1111•01 !1 1 J/101 1•11•011111+012•11•0121111 .. •5 _ 
E11•21•01?,11/IDI1•11•011•11+01211I•OI2•111•••5 
Ell1li•O• 
E12111••Ec 1•21 
EC2•i?I•EII111 
£1i?•31•0• 
EC3•11•0• 
EIJ•i?I•O• 
EIJ•JI•I• 

-·---------·--· --·- ---· .-····-

CALL AQRAYI2~31ll313,[1j[l 

CALL MPRDIEI,Ct•F1•3•3•0•0•31 
CALL MPROCFJ,SI•G113t310101ll 
CALL ARIHVI 1,3,3t3131CIICI 
CALL Afii>AYC),3131lll1FI•FI· 
CALL. ARRA~CI,Jillli11G1•GI 
WR1TFI8•911 

93 FOQMATI/I/t6H !lLD ~ECTOR liAS I 
WRITE I 81 81\ IS I 11 I I 1 S I 2•1 II S I J1 11 

86 FO~MATIIHO•E15•815X1E15•8•5X•EI5•81 
WRITE I 81 1()0 I 

100 

102 
104 

F6R~&TC///~5H PARTIAL ROTATI~N MATRIX 
oe to' t•t,J 
""I TE I 8' I 02 I c I 1 I 11 I Cl I I 2 II Ct I I 3 I 
F!!~MATCIH,,Et5•81~X,E15•815X,E15~~~ 
CO'IT!NUE 
WRITE C 8,9_, 

94 F!lRMATI/1/!~H NEW VECTOR 16 I 

. 88 

320 

tOll 

106 

110 

600 

605 

500 
792 

I( 

TA 
T2R 

.. Ill TE I 8 I 8 J! I 0 c I I II I 0 I 2• I I• D I 3~ 1 j 
F!lHMAT11HOoEJ5oR15X1EI5•815X1E15•~l 
WRl TE 1813201EC 11111EI1•21 
F!lll"ATIIIIH C!lSINE IS 1EIS•8110H SI!-~E . .JS th!'•~l 
Wlli1EI81IO!!I 
F!!'ii"ATC///2?.H FULL RtlTATION MATRIX I 
Oil 110 1•113 ·-· ···--··--·-·· 
F!lQMAT11Ha,Et5o815X,E15•815X1EI5•81 
w111 n 1 81 1 o"' 1" i r 11 1, "1 11 21 1 F c 11 Jl ··· ·· 
CC"T! NUE 
WI>!TE.C81600I 
FIJQMATC//!7H I'INAL VECT!lR IS I 
WRITEC816~51GI1111iGI21liiGI31ll 
FellMATCEI5oRt5X1E15•815XIl15o81 
SU~I•FII•I I•FCIIII+F11•21•FII121+F11131•FII1JI 
SU~2•FI2tii•FI21II+FC2•21•FI2121+F12131•FI2131 
6UMJ•FI31II•FI311I+F13121•FIJ121+FI3131•F13131 
SUM-•FI l1 II•FI l1li+Fii!1 11•FI2111+1'131li•FI3• 11 
SU~5•Fil1?.1•FII12l+FI2121•FI2121+F13121•FI3121 

. SUM6•1'1l13l•FII13I+FI~131•FI2131+F13131•FI3131 
WRITEIBI500ISUH11SUM2,9UHJ1SUH41SUM51SUH6 
FeRMATilH01FI0•512X1FI0•512XIF10•512X•F10•5•2X1F10•512X1FI0•51 
CC,.TlNUE 
END 

00101TI 
OOlEITI 
OOJOITI 

L 
PR 

_Pi! A 

00111T I 
0021 IT I 
003~ I Tl 

. ' 

v 
Vi! 
I 

SCALAR HAP 

00121TI 
00241TI 
OOJCITI 

H 
H2 
_5UM1 

()015111 
00271TI 

- OOJE IT I 

PHI 
T2 
5UMi! 

60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
7.0 
71 
72 
73 7'+ ....... -·····-·-· ·-

75 . 
76 
77 
78 
79 
80 
81 
82 
83 
a• 
85 
86 
87 
8.8· 
89 
90. 

91 
92 
93 
94 
95 
96 
97 
98 

" ·too 

ODlBITI 
002AITI 
00411TI 

101 
102 
103 
IOit 
105 
106 
107 
108 
109 
110 
111 
112 
113 
lilt 
115 

THETA 
Pi! 
SUHJ 

OOIBITI 
OD201TI 
OOHITI 

\,. 

····--·· ·- .. - ..... -·-- @t 

·-· 
... 

-------------

" 
. ···--- ...... ·- ··- -- . 

., 
... ------------

--- ·-----1~ ·-·-·· .. - ··-- ------

··- -- \,1 

1.. 

··-·- ------- ·- t~ J 

'-· 

....... 
N 
~ 
I 

/ 



SUM' 

A 
C1 
91 

: .a: 
L 41153 
L HR2 

2 
86 
108 

OOHITI SUMS OOIIAITI SVM6 

00581TI 1.1 
OOD6CTI c 
0178CTI 01 

co: 
LlHRJ 
Llll"' 

0017 
032E 
OHB 

792 
100 -
110 

0073CTI 0 
OOF11TI_ E 
01811TI G 

·-··· 
SJ: ARRAY 
L:HL3_ ___ Llii4S1 
LlHL2 

0!5E6 
OJU 
0460 

:5 
11011 
1106 

Llll4112 

002A 
03!:12 
0112E 

PROCEDUPF BLOCK LENGTH: 0602. 
DATA BL!JCI< LENGT-Ii: _ _ 0102 -------·-
TOTAL PR!JGRAM LENGTH: 070• 
0 ERRORS 

OOitOITI 
---· -- --·--

ARRAY MAP 

ooa£(i;--- 8---- --oo97CTI A1 OOAOITI 81 
010CITI El 012i'ITI F OH2CTI F1 
018AI Tt G1 0193iTI SM 019CCTI SF 

EXTERNAL PROClDURES 
---

MPRO M:RES L:aas L SIIC L HL1 
L:lt~tM1 __ L;II~tD1 ___ L~88S2 _ L 88C2 _L HMl 
L:HAl LlHE1 

LABEL MAP 

:aoo 
:102. 
1600 

006C 
0383 
01173 

15 
lilt 
6115 

L:HOl 

008E 
03111 
o••z 

L saw L 88)( 

310 OOFB :93 
88 03CF • :320 
500 05CA 

02FE 
03F8 

OOBBITI 
_015DCTI. 
0187CTI 

--

(:! 

.. 

.,. 

'"" 
..,:. 

( 

------ . 
v 

·-··--.:--~--_:_-:- ·--------~ 

"" 

.... 

I 
_ ...... 
N 
......... 
I 

0 
-......:'T,_ 
'\..._\> 

I'· ,.b: 

~-

c 
~f~, 

-~ 

-~ 



-.-

__ , 

.~·," 

-· 
J 

c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

PReGRAH: H~O!FIEO ROTATION 
THIS PPOGPAM BEHAVES AS RDTATICN EXCEPT THE THIRD PAHTlAL. 
ROTATION IS CALCULATED FROM ANOTHER ANGLE THETA WHICH IS 
ENTERED A~TER THE TWO VECTORS• THIS ALLOWS KEYlN~ THE 
A,TATieN T6 VECTORS 1 AND 3 WHEN THE C66ROo FOR 1 AND 2 
AqE f>jTEREO A"D A CORRECTION _ANGLE IS GIVEN• _ 
OI~E~S!ON AI3•311BI313I•DI3•111SI3•~1•A11911Bli~IIC1191 
0 !"'E>JS I fJN C 13• 31• E C 31311£119.1 1.F 1313 I 1 F1 C 911 Sl.l:iiJ 1 01.13_1. ___ _ 
OI,.U<S!IlN 'li3•111G1131 
DI~ENSlCN SHI313I•SFI~•JI 

READI5,211< 
2 FORMATI13J 

D., 792'L•l•K 
REA015,51V,H 

5 F~~MATI~1,,5,~1D•51 
PHJ • ABStt80••HI 
T ... tTA•V·9~. 
T~•PHI•l•141593/180o 
PR•T~ETA•l•\415931180• 
WRITEI813~0ITHF.TAIPHI 

3QD'F6~HATI/10H THETA IS,F10•5•1H PHI IS 1FlO•Si 
READ I 5, 15 IV z, >12 

15 F6~H&T!FlOo5oF!Oo51 
T2•V2•30o 
P2 • Af'91t80o•H21 
T2R•T2•l•l4!59l/180o 
P2A•P2~3•1~1~33/(80o 

811•11•CCSCT2RI•SINIP2RI 
812•11•SI~IT~~l•SINIP2RI 
813• 1l•C6SIP2AI 
WRIJE18•310IT21P2 

310 FO~MA1t/27H VECTOR HAS ANQLES THETA• •Fl0o5,8H 
AI llli•CCSITAI 
Allli'I•O• 
Al1oll••SI,.ITAI 
Al2111•0• 

PHl • 1Fl0o51 

------------ ___ Al2•2l'•l• 
Al2131•0• 
Alli\I•SI.;cTAI 
A1.3•21•0o 
AIJ•ll•CCSITAi 
8t!o11 • COSIPRI 
8 I l• 2 I • S l'i! PA I 
811131 • :Jo 
81~•11 • •9l~IPRI 
812•21 • C6StPRI 
812•31 • n. 
Bll1ll • llo 
813121 • 'lo 
813131 • lo 
CALL ARRA~I2,loli3131Al1AI 

CALL A~RAYI2•313131Ji9t•BI 
CALL A~RAYI2,3•1•3•11Sl1SI 
CALL MPRDIA!,81•C113#3,010131 
CALL MPRDICl,S1101•3•3•0•011l 
CALL AHRAYI1131llllll01•01 
AEADI51400JT3 

•00 FORMATIFlOoSI 
WRlfECB••2DJT3 

2 
3 

-· 5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 

11 
12 
13 
H 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
2~ 

25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
3. 
35 

. 36 
37 

.38-
39 
•o 
H 
•2 
~3 
~ .. 
•s 
"6 
H 
~8 

lt9 
so 
51 
52 
53 
s• 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 

. \ . 

"' 
• 
("' 

c 

---- -- ------ - ------- u 

..... 

• 
c 

.... 

~ 

(:. 

...... 
N 
CX> 
I 



_ ..... , 

-· 
) 

•zo FORMATI21H THE THIRD THETA IS 1FIO•SI 
T3R•T3•3•1~15931180• 
[I I• II•CeSITJIO 
E11•21•Sifii1TJRI 
Elt1li•O• 
E I 21 II••E II. 121 
E12•21•Eil1ll 
En•,'·JI•O• 
E I 3111•0• 
.Ef3o21•0• 
E.13o11•1• 
CALL A~RAVI2•3•3•3•l•£11EI 
CALL ~P~OI~IIC11Fl,JI31010131 
CALl MPRDIFI,S1•01•l•3•0•0•11 
CALL ARRAYI1•l•l•3•l•CI•CI 
CALL A~RAYI113jJ,J,31fi~FI 
CALL ARRAYIII31lllll1G11GI 
WRIT£18•931 

93 F~RMATI///1~~ 6LO VECTOR WAS 
WR I H I 8186 IS I I 1 II 1 S I 21 1 I 1 S I 3111 

86 F6RMATilH01E15•815X1El5•8•5XiE15•KI 

100 

10<' 
to-

WR!T£1811001 ····-· 
F~RMATI//125H PARTIAL R6T4TIHN MATRJK .1 
D., 10.- l•lol 
W R I TE I 81 11)2 I C I I 1 I I 1 C I J 1 2 I 1 C I 1 1 3 I 
F6RI<ATIIHOo£15•815X1E15•815X,£15•81. 
C!lNTINL:E 
WI!!T£181'341 

9- Ft'lUI<ATI/1/15~ NEW VECTOR IS I 
w11 (n 1 81 811• n 1 11 111 o c 21 1 1 1 o 1 J• 11 

88 F6RMATIIHO,E15•8•5X•E15•815X,t15o81 
WRITE18•l201EII•II•EI1•~1 

320 

108 

106 

ItO 

600 

605 

F6RI<ATI litH C6SINE 19 •El5•8~10H SINE .18 ,["15~aj·
WRIT£18•1ry81 .... 
FCIRI<ATI/1/UH FULL R6UTJON M4THIX I 
06 110 1•1•3 • . ... 
FCIRMATIIHO•E15•8•5X,£15•8•5X,EI5•81 
WRITfi~•I161F"I I•II•FII•211Fil•JI 
C6NTlii.UE . 
liRfTfiR16I'IOI 
F"eRMATI//17~ F"INAL VECT6R IS I 
wiq Tf I 81 61'1!> I G I I 1 1 I 1 G I ? 1 1 II u I l• 11 
F"eRHATIEI5•8L5X,£15•~•5X,EI~o81 
6UHI•FII•11•F"II•II+FII•21•F11•21+FII•li•FI1•ll 
8U1<2•F1211I•FI2111+F12o21•F12121+FI2•31•FI2•31 
SU!"l•F"I l1 I I•F"I l•II+F"13•21•FC312I+FI3,31•FIJ,31 ··--·-··· __ ···--· --··--·-··--··· 
SUM~•F"I1• I I•F"II11 I+FI<'• 11•FI211 I+F131 11•FI3111 
Su~5•F11•~1•FII•21+F12•21•F12•21+F13•21•FI3•21 
5UM6•F1113I•FI1•li+F12,31•FI~•li+FI3•li•FI3•~1 

5"0 
792 

I( 

TR 
T2R 
SUM I 

~R!TEIB•500ISUM1•SUH2,SUMJ,SUM4,SUM5,SUM6 
F~RI<AT11~~,F1Co5~2X•F10•5•2X,F10•5•2X•F10•5•2X1F10•5•~XIf10•51 
CCI"'TIIIIUE 
E"'O 

SCAL.AH MAP 

00101TI L 00111TI v 00121ll "' 00151ll 
OOIEITI PR 00211 Tl V2 002 .. 1T I H2 00271TI 
00301TI P2R 00331TI TJ 00371T I TJI< 003AITI 
OOHITI SU113 OOUITI SUM4 OOitDITI SUh5 OOSOITI 

ARRAY MAP 

I'Hl 
T2 
I-
SU1"6 

60 
61 
62 
63 
64 

65 ·-·-·-··-· .·. ····----··-. ------·-- ---·------~ 
66 
67 
68 
69 

-· 70 
71 
7l! 
73 
H 
75 
76 
77 
78 
79 
80 
81 
82 
83 
84 
85 
86 
87 

. 88 

00181 T I 
00261 T I 
003FITI 
00531 Tl 

89 
90 
91 
92 
93" 
9.-
95 
96 
97 
98 
99 
100 
101 
102 
103 
104 
105 
106 
107 
108 

.109 
110 
111 
l12 

THi:TA 
P2 
SUM1 

.._· 

• 
-
1,; 

.,. 
(.. 

" 
.... 

·-·--- ··- . 
• . -····- ·- -- -·-- ·--· -------

001BITI \,. 
002DITI 
OO•HITI 

··--------·-· ·---
, __ , 

·-·-·-----

__, 
N 
1.0 
I 

·c· 
.p."";. 

''-' 

fC1 

~!~~-

tl'.<: 
-"J .. 

C' 

J;;., 

.........: 

'N 

r~ 



..J 

.J 

... 

A 
C:1 
S1 

005£1 T 1_ __ 8. __ 
OOOCCTJ C: 
017£1 Tl .. 01 

.. D0791TI .0 _________ 009/tCTI. S 
OOF7CTI E 01121TI E1 

.. 0187.1TI. G 01901.TI .. G1 

.. 009DITI __ At 
0120CTI F 

_ 019911 I . 611. 

EXTERNA~ PROCEDURES 

__ __ Q0A6tU ___ Bl ___ _ 
01UC Tl Ft 
0 lA~ tT.I. S.F __ 

: AB: 
L H$3 
L HR2 

co: 
U '14R3 
Ll41~ 

.81: ARRAY 
L:'t4L3 L:4ltS1 

I'IPRD 
L:HI11 
L:HJ12 

M:fiES _ L. 885 
L.:tt4D1 L 88S2 

L.I88C 
U88C2 

.L.:HL.l 
L.:HI13 

,L:HL2 ____ . LI.88W. _L.HHl. _ L. 88X 

2 
420 
88 
500 

0017 
0231 
03CC 
05C6 

792 
93 
320 

05£2 
02F8 
03Flt 

P~OCEOURE BLCCK LENGTH: 05F8 
OATA BL~CK ~ENGTHI 0108 
tOTAL PRCGRAI1 LENOTHI 0703 

5 
86 
108 

0 ERRORS ... :... ... 

'' 

.. LABEL _MAP __ 

002A .. :300 __ COo C. _: 15 
0328 :100 0344 :to41. 
OH5. I UO ___ 0454 ____ lJ.06 

008£ 310 
038E 102 
Olt28 . 600 

OOFB. ltOO 021E 
037F 941 0390 
046F 605 · Olt9E 

DOC 1 l T I __ .. __ --------
01631 Tl 
OlBOITI ...... ___ _ 

. -· --- --· ~---------

--------

~-

A 

~ 

.. 

... 

------------- .... 

• --------------

--·~------·-----.-------. -----
·--

----------- -----
----- ~ 

c 

··-·-------- -----------

-- ------ .., 
- --- ------- . 

I ...... 
w 
0 
I 



.. , 

' 
<':'. 

J 

.. 
I 

~· 

) 

c 
.C 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

PROGRA~: ROTATION TEST 
T~IS PR!lGRAH C~EC~S T~E MATRIX CALCULATED IN THE PROGRAM 
R!lTATIONo T~E PReORAM MULTIPLIES A TEST VECTOR BY THE ~ATRlX 
A~O PRINTS ~UT THE RESULT• 
l"'PU.T: K ts .. ti;E ~UH8ER !IF MATRICES Td BE T~t;TED• FOR EACH 
MATRIX T~E F~LLO~ING ARE ENTERED:. FIRST lS THE MATRIX ENTERED lN 
C6LU~~ FORM I FOR LATtR CONVENlE~CEio THEN L• NUMBER tiF ~ECTORS, 
NEXT THE V A"'D H A~E ENTERED OF THE TEST VECTORS• V AND H ARE 
A"fJLES REA() !'II'F T~E OPTICAL GONltlMETER AND ARE.' CORI~ECTED IN THE 
PReGRA~ Til GIVE EULER ANGLES• -
T>o~E eUTPUT IS THE fl!ITATl!IN MATRIX AND THE .RESULTANT.VECTORS FllR 
EACH TEST CASE• . .. . 
0IHENS10N At3•31,81J•ji•013•11•SI3~11•A1191•81~91,C1191 
OIME~SI!lN CI3•31•E13•31tE11911FI3•31tF1191,S1131•01131 
DIMENSION GI3•111G1131 

REA015,51o< 
5F!;!RHAT1Ill. 

DO '520 H•l•K 
Oil i'O !•1•~ ... 
REA015• 101&111 1 I1AI21 I I1AI31I I 

10 FORHATIF10•5iFi0•5•F10o51. 
20 CO,.T!NUE 

READ I '5• 121L 
12 FCRMATIIJI 

-15 

310 

D!l 510 "1•1•L 
REA015d'!>IV•H 
FCR~ATIF10•5,F10•51 
T2•V•90• 
P2•A8Sil'IO••HI 
T2~•T2•3•t•i593/180• 
P2R•P2•3•1•1'53J/180~ 
81llli•CCSIT2RI•SINIP2RI 
SI2•11•SINIT2RI•SINIP2RI 
SIJ•11•CCSIP2RI 
WR!TEI8•3101T2,P2 
F~RHATI/21~ VECTOR HAS ANGLES THETA• 
CALL ARRAYI2jJ,J•l•3•A11AI . 
CALL ARRAY12•3•1•3•1•51181 
CALL 11PROIA1•S1•01•3•l•D•D•11 
CALL ARRAYI1•l•1•3•1•01101 
WRITE 18•911 

93 F!I~~ATI///16~ CLO VECTOR W~S I 
WP!TEI8•1ll>lt;11I111SI2•111SI3• 11 .. 

86 FCRHATI1HO,El5•8•6X•E15•8~5X,tl5•81 
WR!T£18•10~1 . _ 
F!IRHATI///?.2H FULL R!'IT&Tl!lN "ATRIX I 
De 110 I•1 ,3 

108 

106 
110 

600 

605 

613 
615 

WIll TE I II 1 1':11. lA I I 1 1 I 1 A I I 1 2 I 1 A I I 1 3 I 
Fe~HAT11H1,E15•8•5X•E15•8•5X,E15•81 
C6NTINUE . 
WR!TE18•6GOI 
FOR~ATI//17H FINAL VECTOR IS I 
WRITf(ij,6~51011•11i012•111013•11 
FOUHATI1HO•E1So8,5X,E15•8•5X,£15~81 

OC U5 J•1•3 
oe 613 1•1•3 
Fl I•JI•AC I•JI 
C!INTI"'UE 
CC~TlNUE 

•Flii•S•BH PHI • •Flll•SI 

1 
.. 2 

3 
~ 

5 
6 .., 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
H 
15 

16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
2<i 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
3~ 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
~0 

H 
~2 
u 
~~ 

~5 

-· H 
-8 
119 
50 
!51 
52 
53 
s• 
!S5 
56 
57 
58 
59 

-. 
.. 
,,. 

• 
• 

···-··--··------- . 
0 

·-----------

'"' 
-------- 0 

L 
-------· ---------"----

... 

\,I 

IW 

r···, 
-·- -·~--- ------ '·-' 

I ..... 
w ..... 

·o 

C" . "' 

"" ·~:-t 

v.l 
, ... , 
,.,':$ 

)h.. ,....,. 

......,; 

~ 

C...1 



9U~l•Fl1•11•~11•11+FI1•21•FI1•21+FI1•li•Fil•JI 
SUM2•FI2•ti•FI2•11+FI2•21•FI2121+FI2•JI•FI2•JI 
SUM3•Fil•11•~1l•li+FI3•21•FI3•21+Fil•li•Fil•ll 
SUM••F11•11•FI1111+F12•11•F1~•11+F13111•Fil•11 ______ _ 
SUM5•F11•21•FI1•21+FI2•21•FI2•21+Fil•21•Fil•21 
SUM6•Fillli•FI1•31+F12•31•FI2•li+F13,31•FI3•JI 
WR!TEI81500ISUH1,SUH218UHJ,SUM••SUH5•SUH6 

500 FeR~ATI1HO,Ft0•5•2X,Fl0•5•2X•F10•5•2XIF10•5•2X,F10o5,2X•F10•51 
. 510 C8NTlNUE 

520 C8NTlNUE 
ENO 

K 
H 
su~l 

A 
C! 
Sl 

: aa: 
------- ···-· I. •41.3 

I. 8152 

0010 I Tl 
OOlCITI 
002CITI 

OOUI T I 
OOC71TI 
01691 Tl 

ce: 
l.lh'H 
LI88C2 

~ 00111T I I 
T2 --. 001FITI P2 
9UH2 00321TI SUMJ 

-·-· -------·· 

8 006HTI 0 
c OOE21TI E 
01 0172111 G 

911· ARRAY 
LI•~R~ 1.1•~1.1 
LI~•L2- 1.14-112 

SCALAH MAP 
·---- --

0012111 I. OU171TI 
00221TI T2f< 0025tTI 
00351TI SUM4 OOJ81TI 

ARRAY MAP 

007FITI s OU8BITI 
OOFDITI E1 '011111 T I 
01781Ti G1 01Bit1TI 

EXTERNAL PRdCE~U~E~ 

MPRD HIRI::S 
LIHS3---' I.IH111 
LI-•U- .. LlliBX-

I.AIIEI. HAP 

LIBBS 
J,I'I~_.P1_ 

N 
P2R 
SUMS 

A1 
F 

60 
b1 
62 
63 
6~ 

65 
6b 
67 
68 
b9. 
70 

00181TI. 
OOO!RCTI 
003BITI 

009liT I 
01331 T I 

v 
J 
SUI16 

81 
Fl 

L188C 
.P••~J __ 

1.188W 
I. I HAl! 

15 
1310 
1605 

0017 
_ OOEC 

020£ 

: s2o 0379 120 ---- oos1 :10 -----··oo•7 :·12·-·-··· oo-62 ·· :510 · 0375 :15 0075 
_0100 _ 193 _____ 013F _____ ;II6 __ 016C _:108 ___ 1;1_1_86 .. .l.UO ..... O~Cj: __ ;106 .... 018F __ 1600 

1615 0236 1613 0232 1500 0369 -

PR8CEDU~E 81.8CK I.ENGTHI 038£ 
DATA 81.8CK I.ENGTHI OliO 
T8TAL PR8GRAM I.ENGTHI 0518 . 
0 E.AOR8 

... 

·-·-· 

----~...;..,.,.. .. ----

I. 

00191TI • 0028 IT I_ 
003EITI 

• 
OOACITI f.ll 
Ol'IE I 11 

----------

..... 
---------------·--- --~--

----- --- ---- • 
e 

---- ---- --------

------ -~--- w 

w 
----------

i.,.' 

·-

~ 

w 
N 
I 



· .... 

•J 

") 

J 

'J 

.) 

c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

-C 
c 

-·-····-- _C 

PR~GR4M: ~ULL S L[AST SQUARES 
THIS PRUGRA~ CALCULATES THE CHE~lCAL SHI~T TENSUR• IT tRIES 
ALL PCSSIRLE LINE COMBINATIONS FRO~ 1HE THREE O~IE~TAT!UHS~ 
l~PUT: H IS ~UMBER 6~ LINES IN EACH OHIENTATl6N1 THE DI~ECTICN 
C~SINES C6ME FROM THE COLUMNS OF THE ROTATION HATklK CALCULATED 
IN THE PR~GRAM ROTAT16N AND ARE ENTERED IN THE OROER FOLLOWING 
COLUI'I:I N1 COL• "~• C'lL• P, COL• p, CtlL• N, CllL• Po SINCE THERE 
ARE THREE OR!E~TATIONS, THERE WILL BE THREE SETS OF CUEFF•• AND 
THEREFO~E 18 CARDS WITH 3 COSINES/CARD• 
INPUT: THREF TENS6R ELEHENTSISINNI•SIPPI~SINPII f~R EACH LINE 
OF EACH ORIENTATION• ENTEH ALL LINES 0~ ONE ORIENTATION BEFORE 
PR~CED!NG T~ THE "'EXT• 
OUTPUT IS SYMMETRIC SHIFf TENSOR AND ~HE LIHE·C~~BiNATION USED 
~••J OUTPUT TEr<SORSo __ . _ _ __ _ 
DIMENSION WI6•611WI1361•IW6RK1161•IWORK2161•YI6•11•Y1161 
DIMENSION Fl!-OI•E11•0I•S116l•SI6•11•EI•0•11,XI•O•li•U1~0•61 
DIMENSION VI~•-Ol1X11-0I•U11~-0I•V112-01•Ciai1PI31,FI~O,~I 
01"'!-.t<SION lCAI3•10I,X21311011X3!3_1101 _ "- _ .--- _______ _ 

N•9 
RfA0151101H 

10 FORI'AT 1131 
WI! IT£ 18• 311 

31 F8~MAT!13H VALUES USED I oe •o 1•1·9 . 
READ!!;, 151-A1,·A21A3 

15 F6PMAT1~1Q~5oF10•5•F10•5~ 
READI5,161B1,B21B3 

16 F8RMATIF10•5•F1Q•5•F10•5~
WP!TE18•l~IA1•A21A3•81•B2183 

32 FORMAT «lt-~o, F11. s, 2x. F 11 ~5; zx, Ffl; si2X", F' 11 ;5dli, Flt• 5;·ax;·--
•Fu•s 1 
U«ldi•A1•~1 
Ul I 11? I•A2•~2 
UII•31•A3•83 
U«I••I•A2•~3+£3•82 _ 
UI!•51•A1•83+A3•Bl 
U11•61•l1•Ac+Bl•A2 •o COt<TI~-jU£ . ------ -------- --- ---
WR!TEIB•11101 

180 FeRHATII/12otH MATRIX ·eF- cCEFFitiENTS-1 
· Do' 19Q I•t•9 - . 

WRITE 18• 1851UII•1 i•U«I•2l1UI I•li•UI fi.~tliUil•!iiiUi-1~61. 
185 F~RMA111HO,E15•B•2X•E15•8•2X•E15•8•2X•E15•8•2X1E1~;8,2X•E15•81 190 CONTINUE - .. . ------- ------,---- --- ... -----------

De 20 J•l•M 
AEADI5, 171 XA 111J I 1XAI2• JI1XA«.liJI - ------·------ ----

17 FORHATIF10o5,F10•5•~10•51 
~~ITE18•5n~IXAil•JI,XA12•JI,XAI31JI 

509 F6PMAT11HO,E15•8•5X•E15o815X•E15•81 
20 CO'iTINUE . . --------------

De 21 K•l•"' 
RE&OI5,181x?ll1KI1X212•KI1X2!31KI 

18 FO~MATI~l0•5oF10•5•F10o51 
WR!T£1815101X211•KI•X212•KI,X213•KI 

510 F8"HAT11H,,E15o8,5X•E15•815X,E15o81 
21 C!!NTI,.UE 

DO 22 L•l·H 
AEA015•191X31l•LI•X312iLI~X3i3,~1 

19 FCAMATIF10•5,F10•5•~l0•5t_ 

1 
2 
3--- -·------ --

• 
5 
Ei 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
1-
15 
16 
17 
18 

1!1 
20 
21 
22 
23 
21t 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
JO 
31 
32. 
33 
Jot 
35. 
36 
37 

-38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
•3 

-
.. 5 
-6 
H 
•a ., 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 

·~ 
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to 
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WRITE18•5!! IXll l•LitX312tLI•X3CltLI 
511 FORMATIIHO,E15•8t5XtE15•8t5XtE15•81 

22 CeNT!NUE . 
DO 80 1•1•9 ..... ______ .. _________ .. ____ _ 
D" 70 K•l16 
YIKI! I • U(l,KI 

70 CONTINUE 
80 Cl!l.,T(NUE 

CALL APRAYI2,N•6•4016tUl•UI 
CALL APRAYI2•6•N•6•-0•V1tYI .. 
CALL MPRDIVI,UI•WI•6•~•0•0•61 
CALL HI NV I" 1, 61 DET ,X WORK Ill io0~~2J. 
DO 350 J•t•H 
De 3"0 ~<•liM 

0" 330 L•1•H 
)1111li•XAI l1JI 
Xli?1 1 t•XA!i?,JI 
X13111•XAIJ,JI 
XI-•11•X2111KI 
X1'51li•X21;?,10 
Xlblli•XZil,l(l 
X17111•Xlii•LI 
XI8111•Xl121LI 
X19>11•X313•LI 
CALL ARFIAYI?•N•l••0•1•l(1,XI 
CALL HPRDIV\,Xl•Y116•N•D•O•II 
CALL MPROiwt,Yt,SI•6•6•0•0•11 · 
CAI.L r1PPD!llt•S1.'•~'1•'1•6•0•0•11 
CALL HSUBIFI,Xl•EI•N•l•O•OI 
CALL AHFIAYII•6•1•6•l•61•61 
CALL A~RAYII•'~•l•"O•l•Xl•XI 
CALL ARRAY1l•N•1•-0~1•E1•EI 

. CALL ARRAYI1•N•1•40,11Fl•FI 
loR!TEI8•329tJ•K•L .............. . 

329 FOR~ATII////11H A LINE IS tl3t2X•11H B LINE IS •13>2Xt 
AllH C LINE IS 1lll 

Wll!TE18•2'lOI 
200 FOR~AT l/////2tH THE SHIFT TENSOR IS I 

WRITEI8•20?1SI1t111912•11•913111•6161li•SI5•lltSI-•II 
202 F~PMATI 1H'l,l't0•-•5X•F10•-•5X,Fl0•-•5X•fl0•-•5X•FlU••tSX•FlO••I 

TEST•Eiltll•EI1•11+E12•11•EC2tli+E13tllfEiltli+EI•tti•EI.,ll+ 
AE I 5 • 1 I • E I '5' .II.+E I 61 1 I• E 16t 11 +E 1.7 it) •E I 71 11 +E 1111 11•.E I 8t1.1+ 

. AEt9111•EI'JI!I 
WR!TE18t2191TEST 

219 FORHATI//10~ ERROR 19 tE15•81 
WR!T£18•~101 . 

210 FORHATI/////.2H MEASUREMENT CALC VALUE 
oe 240 1•1•9 . . .. ---- .. 
WRITEI8•Z201XII•I llfll•lltEI 1111 

220 Fl!lRHAT11H >E15•8t5X•E15•8t5XtE15•81 
240 CONTINUE .. 
330 CONTINUE 
3"0 C!!NTINUE 
350 CONTINUE 

N 
81 
OET 

STOP 
END 

00101TI 
001CI T1 
00301TI 

H 
82 
TEST 

OOlliTI 1 
001FITI 83 

.003-1 T I 

SCALAR MAP 

00121Ti 
00221TI 

A1_ 
J 

ERROR I. 

OOt:liTI A2 
002CITI k 

60 
- _____ 61 

62 
------ .... ____ 63 

6• 
65 
66 
67 
68 
b9 
70. 
71 
72 
73 
H 
75 

. 76 
77 
78 
79 
80 
81 
82 
113 
8• 
8!1 
8& 
87 
88 
89 
90 
91 
92 
93 
9• 
95 
9& 
97 
911 
99 
100 
101 

00161TI 
OOZDITI 

102 
103 
10-
10!5 
106 
107 
101 
109 
110 
111 
112 
113 
1H 
115 

A3 
L 
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. ----------
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............ ____ ------·------

OOUcT I 
002EITI 
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- --·---- -- AR_RH __ MAP 

li 00631Tl lil --- OOCF'CT.l li'I~RK1 013BCTI 1WOR_K2 OHlCTl 
F'l 
u 
p 

AqJ!AY 
~:··~3 

10 
190 
510 
340. 
240 

0168CTI 
036FCTI 
OF30fTl 

HPRO 
·_LIH113 

0019 31 
01110 PIS 
0249 22 
0589 330 
0581 220 

El 
v 
F' 

01E3CTI 51 
063F'CTI )(1 
OF39CTI )(A 

MlNV 
LlitU2_ 

MSUB 
~14itR3 

002 8_ _ _40 ---- _OOF 8 
01H 20 OlEO 
02C6 19 028d 
0585 329 OHA 
05A2_ . -.----------. 

PROCEDURE BLOCK ~ENOTHI 05C8 
DATA 8~0C~ ~ENOTM: lOBF 
TOTA~ PqOGAAM ~ENOTH: l68A 
0 ERRORS - . -

0251lCTl s 0260CTI 
090FC T l_ U1 - 09!171 T l 
OFB1 IT l X2 lOOBCTl 

EXTERNA~ PROCEDURES 

11:qEs 
~:HA3 

~1118S 
~:11sw 

L:ssc 
~=··~2 

~ABE~ MAP 

115 ___ DOH 16 ... --005F 
:17 01111 !:>09 010£ 
:511 0287 80 02£7 
1200 0H6 202 .0492 

y 

E 
Yl 
X3 

32 
21 
70 
219 

:_\ 

•. 

---

~18862 

Ll44t12 

0080 

OH7CTI Y1 0159CTI 
027F'CTI X. -------02F'7CTI 
OC57CTI _c -- - OF'27 C Tl 
1065CTI· 

~:asci 
~:88X 

180 0112 

" ,.. 

.: . .,.. ,. 

·----------------
0258 18 021C 
02El 350 0580 
0546 210 . 0550 
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--· ---------- .., 
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SUBROUTINE ARRAYIMOOE•l•J•N•M•B•OI 
OIMENSiflN 811.1•.0111 ---····-. 

NI•"~•I 

I~IM60E•11 100• 100• 120 
·-· 100 IJ•l•J+l 

NM•"'•J+l 
06 110 l<•l•J 
NH•NM•"'l 
00 110 L•l•l 
IJ•IJ•l . 
.. ~.,.~-~ 

110 OINHI•SIIJI 
G., .TO 1•0 

U'O IJ•O 
NH•O 
00 130 IC•l•J 
01'1 12'5 L•l•l 

· IJ•lJ+1 
NH•NH+1 

125 911JI•DINHI 
130 NH•NH+Nl 
hO. RETURN 

MOE 
Nrl 

6 

ENO 

111PSHC 

000/tiTI 1 
OOODITI I( 

00091TI 0 

LIHL2 

00051TI . J 
OOOEITI L 

OOOAITI 

LIHR2 riiPilP 

SCALAK MAP. 

00061 lJ N 
OOOFITI 

ARRAY MAP 

_00071TI NI 

EXTERNAL PROClOURES 

CONVE070 
CONVEOI!O 

CONV£090 
CONVE100 
CONVE110 
CIINVE120 
CllNVE130 
C6NVE1lt0 
CONVE1.50 
C6NVE160 
CONVE170 
C6NVE1t10 
C6NVE190 
CONVE200 
CCINVE210 
CllNVE220 
C6NVE230 
CCINVE2•0 
CllNV£250 
CIINVE2&0 
CCJNVE270 
CCINVE21!0 
CCINVE290 

1 
. .. 2 

.3 .. 
5 
6 
7 ·a ··- ----·- ·····-
9 
10 
11 
12 
13. 
lit 
15 
16 
17 
18 

.. 19 
20 
21 
22 
2~ 

00081 T I IJ OOOC I Tl .. 

-~ 

"' 

~ 

f) 

f'\ 

"' 
• 

----···•· aoo 0000 1\20 003C 1110 0022 11"0 

LABEL MAP 

0065 1130 oosE · : 125 · o·ou·· 

PROCEDURE BLOCK LENGT~I-006A 
OATA BLOCK LENGTH! . 001• 
TIIUL PRIIGRAI'I LE"'GTHI .. 007E 
0 [IIRIIAS 

' 
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0"1 
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M0030070 1 BUBR!lUTlNE 11PROIA•B•R~N~K,11SA•I1SB,LI 
Dl"E"SI!lN AI111BI111R.I.1L M0030080 2 

• -·--•·•r --- ·--·---------·-• •• • ·-· ---- ----'-
11S•MSA+10+MS8 
I~IMS•Z21 3ri,10•30 

10 0~ 20 1•1·~ . 
20 R f I I• A f II •R f II 

RE.TUf./111 

3-

-5 
b 
1 

30 IR•l 

M0030090 
.MOOJ0100 
1'10030110 
M003012:l 
M0030130 
1'10030HO 
110030150 
110030160 
_M0030 170 
M0030180 
M0030190 
H0030200 .. 
M0030210 
M0030220 
MOOJOZ30 
M0030240 
M0030250 
11003021>0 

-110030270 

8- --------------

Otl 90 K•1•L 
0" 90 J•1•N 
Rt JRl•O• 

9 
10 
11 

.. 12 

13 
oe ao 1•1•"' 
IF"f"SI -0•60,40 -----.. ·---·-· ------·--

40 CALL ENTRYIJ,IIIA•N•H•HSAI 
CALL ENTRYIJ,K•IB•H•L•MSBI 
I~t IA I 50,so,SO 

50 .l~tiBI 70,~0,70 
60 lA•IIi•fl"'!li+J 

18•11•11('ilft'l•l . --· 
10 RIIRI•RilAI+AilAI•BIIBl 
10 C~NTINUE 
90 IR•IR•1 

RETURN 
[NO 

N 
I_ 

00071TI 11 
00001 T I IR 

OOOBITI 11&4 
00 __ 12 IT I _K_ 

" OOO'ITI 8 _0_0011 I T_l R 

SCALAR. l'ii:P····--

.. 110030280 
110030290 
110030300 

14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 

00091 T i I'ISil 
00131TI J 

·ooo•fr,·-·c· 
!)_O_l_41TI U 

0008tT I - 116. 

ARR.~.'LI'I~.P __ .. 

00061TI 

__ 001~1 .. ! I _____ If!__ 

EXTERNAL_ PROCEDURES - ---~· ..... 

ENTRY 11IPBHC . L I HL2 ____ 1._!~-11~ __ ~ ;:,_U2 _ _ti:_POf! ____ J .. IH_I,.l_ .... p_HA2 

130 
:so 

0029 :10 
0051 :10. 

OOOC :20 OOOE 190 005E ... -- --- - --·. 

PRI!ICEDURE BLOCK LENGTH·: .0099 
oou 
0083 

DATA BLOCK LENGTH: 
TOTAL PR"GRAI1 LENGTHl-
0 ERRORS 

LAII_EL I'IAP __ _ 

OOU __ _11!_0___ OD_70 ___ l~O. oo3o ... 16fL. . yos~ 

OOOC IT I 
.9.()lbi_T ! ____ _ 

--------------

f• 
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BUBR~UTIN£ £NTRYCI,J,lAINII1111Bl 

lX•l 
J)(•J 
l~CMS•ll 1012ry130 

10 l~X•N•CJX•11+IX 
Ge H! 36 

20 l~ClX•JXI 22,24•2• 
22 l~X•lX+CJX•JX•JXI/2 

G~ Te 36 . 
2~ 1RX•JX+C1X•l~•1Xl/2 

Ge re 36 
30 [~X•O 

[FClX•JXl. 36,32136 .. ·--·· 
32 lRX•lX 
36 lRalRX 

l 
JX 

RETURN 
ENO 

ooo•cn J 
OOOBCTI [AX 

00051Tl .. lR 
OOOCCTI 

ENTRY070 

ENTRY089 2 
ENTRY090 .· .... 3 
ENTAY100 4 
ENTAY110 5 
ENTRY120 6 
ENTRY130 7 
ENTRY140 8 
ENTR~150 9 
ENTRY160 10 
ENTRV170 11 
ENTRY1110 12 
ENTAY190 :3 
ENTRY200 Ill 
ENTAVc10 15 
ENTRY220 16 
ENTRV230 17 

SCALAR. llAP ....... . 

00061TI N 0007.1ll 115 00091.TI llL 

EXTERNAL PAOCE~URES 

MIPSHC 11lP'.IP 

:to 000£ 120 DOH :30 

PA~C£DUR£ BLOCK LENOTHI 
DATA BL~CK LENGTHI 
TOTAL PReGRAM LENGTHI 
0 ERRORS 

0037 
0000 
OOH 

LABEL 11AP 

oou 136 0032 :u oou :2• 0021 132 0030 

·-------- ---------------· --

OOOACT l 

• 

~ 

~ 

• 

·-
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"" 
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SUSR6UTINE M[NVIA•N•D•L•HI 
OlMENSl!JN Alll•.!-!.\V.~I_l t _________ _ 

0•1•0 
Nk••N 
oe so K•l•N 
NK•NK+N 
Lll< I•IC 
H.ll< l•k 
ki<•NK+k 
BIGA•AI Kl< I 

.. -·----·--·-·-------- ----------

[Ill 20 J•l< 1 N 
!Zu'<•IJ•ll 
06 ZO I•K,N 
IJ•IZ+I ... 

10 IF( ABSIB!OAJ• 
l5 B!GhAIIJJ 

LIKI•1 
Hli':I•J 

20 CONTIWE 
J•LIKI 

ABSIAIIJII_I 15•20•20 

IrcJ•KI 3~,35,~5 
25 KI•I<•'< 

06 30 1•1•'1. 
k1•1<!+" 
H!!LO••AII<[f 
JI•I<l•I<+J 
Alltli•AIJII 

30 A(Jll •HOLD 
·35 l•HIK I 

IF"II•I<I ~5,._,5,38 

38 JP••UI 1•1 I 
D!! ~0 J•l•N 
JK•NI<+J 
JI•JP+J 
t40LO••AIJI<I 
4t Jl< I •A IJ[ I 

•o AIJl I •t4CLD .. -----------------------···-·· 45 IFIBIGAI ~8,46•48 . . 
•6 0•0•0 

RETUIHj 
•s oe 55 I•l•N 

IF11•KJ 50~55•50 
!1<•'<1<+1 _50 
A IlK I•AI 11<1/I•BIOA.I ------·--··· ------

55 CONTINUE 
06 65 I•l•N 
11<•'11<+ I 
IJ•I•'< 
ce &5 J•t,N 
lJ•lJ+N 
1~1 I•KI 6~•65•60 

60 !FIJ•KJ 62,65i62 
62 KJ•IJ•I+K 

AI!Jl•AIIKJ•AIKJJ~AI1JI 
65 CI!NTINUE 

KJ•K•N 
oe 75 J•l•N 
KJ•KJ+N 
1FIJ•KJ 70•7!1•70 

INVER070 
INVER090_ 

INVER100 
INVERllO 
INVER120 
INVER130 
INVERl40 
INVERlSO 
INVER160 
INVHH70 
!NVER180 
!NVER190 
INVER ZOO 
INVEHZ10 
INVERZZO 
INVER230 
INVER240 
INVERZ50 
INV£RZ60 
I NV£HZ70 
INVlR280 
INVEil290 . 
INVERJOO 
lNVER310 
lNVERJ20 
1NVER330 
I"'VERJitO 
INVER350 
INIIER360 
!NV£.RJ70 
!NVER380 
JNVER390 
INIIER~OO 
INVt::R•lO 
INVER4o20 
I"'VER~JO 
INVER~t~O 
INVER~50 
INVEIH60 
I "11/ERHO 
l"'VERUO 
!NVER4o90 
INVER500 
l"VER!HO 
INVER520 
INVER~JO 

INVER51t0 
lNVE.R!iSO 
INV£R!i60 
!NVUl570 
!NVE-R!ii!O 
I"1VlR590 
INVERt>OO 
INIIERUO 
INVER&ZO 
INVERoJO 
INVER640 
INVER650 
INVER660 

1 
2 

3 .. - -------- ·-·- .. ---- ----"--· -

5 
6 
7 

·a 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
1.~ ----------------

15 
16 
17 

. 18. 
19 
zo 
21 
22 
23 

.2 .. 
Z5 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
3"' 
35 
36 
37 
31! 
39 
•o 
'11 
42 
'13 
H 
45 
"'6 
H 
'18 
'19 
50 
'51 
52 
53 
5'1 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
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70 AIKJI•AiiJI/BiciA 
75 CO>.~Tir.uE 

D•D•BIGA 
A(KKI•1•0/RlGA 

80 C!!NTINUE 
K•N 

100 K•l 1<•11 
IFIKI 150,150•105. 

105 I•LIKI 
IF'I 1•1<1 120•120•108_ __ 

108 JQ•N•IK•ll 
J~•N•II•11 

06 110 J•l•N 
JK•Jw+J 
HflLD•A I JK I 
JI•J~+J 

A·IJK I••Aiill 
110 AIJII •H!!LD _ 
U!O J•MIKI 

IFIJ•KI 100•100•125 
125 Kl•K•N 

DO 130 1•1•'1 
KI•Kl+N 
HOLil•AIKll 
JI•KI•K+J 
AIKII .. AIJII 

130 AIJII •HCILD 
Gil Til 100 

150 RETURN 
E"'O 

N 
J 
Jl 
JR 

00051TI . 0. 
00111TI IZ 
0019CTI JP 
002'11TI 

0006 IT 1.. I'll< 
00121TI I 
001CITI JK 

• ooo•ITI L 00071 T I 11 

: :•a: 
11:1>CP_ 

80 
'15 
65 
105 

11lPSHC LlHLl 
LlH03 _ .. I.IHH2. 

0186 :20 0059 
OOEO lJII oou 
01H :60 012'1 
0191. 1120 01011 

PR6CEDURE BLCICK LENGTHl 
DATA BLCICK LENOTHl 
T!lTAL PRCORAH LENGTH: 

022A 
0029. 
0253 

0 ERRCIRS . . 

. { 

10 
'tO 
62. 

LiHR2 
l.lHA2 

002F' 
0001 
0127 

108 - 0198 

SCALAR HAP ... 

.. 00091 T I K 
00131TI lJ 
0010111 lK 

ARHAY HAl' 

00081TI 

--------------
1NVER670 60 
INVER680 61 
INVf.Rb90 ---62 ------ -· 

JNIIER700. 63 
lNVER710 6't 
1NV(R720 65 
INVER730 66 

. .. lNvERHO _____ 67 --------------------------------------
1NVER750 68 
INII£R760 ______ 69 -------·------·-
lNvER770 70 
INIIER780 ---·· 71 .. 
1NIIER790 72 
1 NVER800 73 
1NVER810 7'1 
INVER820 75 
1 Nllf.R830 76 
I NVfR8~0 71 
INII~R850 78 
1NVER8b0 79 
INVER!I70 80 
INIIF.R880 81 
1NIIER890 82 
INVER900 83 
1NVER910 a• 
INVER920 85 
lNVERUO 86 

.1NVER9'10 87 

. OOOA IT I I<K 
OOI'oiTI Kl 
001EITI KJ 

II'IVER950 88 
INVER960 89_. 

OOOBITI BIOA 
00151TI HelLO 
001FITI Jfil 

OOOCITI 
OOhiTI 
00231TI 

~ 

... 

• 
,.. 

i. 

EXTERNAL 'PR!!CEUURES ""' 
L:HL2 
LlH113. 

L:HR3 

LABEL HAP 

15. OO't6 35 
u OUEB ~6 

75 016E 70 
110 01C5 125 

l.lHS3 ···i.::IIN 

OOAO 25 0068 
OO.E5 55 0110 
0150 .. 100 Ol8C 
OlDE 130 0200 

-LlHL3 ,.. 

--·-·--- ---·--·------ "" 
30 OO!H .. -·--·- ____ .. __ 
50 OOFO .., 

--- 150 ----~?10 . ·----· ----~ 

------------------- c: 

'-

.. 

I ....... 
~ 
0 
I 
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• I 

BUBA!IUT INE HSUB l A1 81 A 1 N1 l11 tiS AI MSB I 110020070 1 
DIHENSlO~ All1•8l11•Al11 .. -------·-· -------- ----- ------ 110020080 --- .. 2 

II'' I HSA•I1SI3l 7•5•7 .. - -·- H00200~0 3 . . 5 CALL EIIITR Y l H1 l11 NM1 .. ~·~~;J1ei'j ........ ---·-------- ---- . -- ......... ·-· . 110020100 .. 
G!l Tel 100 . --- M0020110 5 

7 MTEST•MSA•MSB M0020120 6 
HS~•O ...... ·. M0021l130 7 
li'CMTESTl 20,20110 110020140 8 

10 MSI>•1 -·-- - ···•· -- - - ~10020150 ~ 

20 II'(MTEST•?.I 35,35,30 M002C160 10 
30 P<$1 .. 2 ------ ---··· ----· --·-- 1'10020170 11 
35 o-, 9o J•1,,.. t'\0020180 12 

1'10020190 13 Dl!l ~0 1•1•~ --- .. ---- ------------ --------- ·------··--------- -----------
CALL EIIITRYll•J•IJA1N11'11MSRl 
IF"! IJR l 10n,9o••o 

.-o CALL ENTRY!l•J•lJA•N•r1•MSAI 
AEL•O•O ....... 
IF l IJAI 5r1,61l•50 

50 AEL•Al!JA l 
60 CALL E~TRYci,J•lJB•N•M•MSBl 

···-· ···-· -· -- .. ---- ··--· ------ .. ·····-

8€L•O•O .... ·- --- . -· - .. - --· 
IF! IJBI 70,80•70 

70 BEL•BCIJB 1 
80 RCIJI>I•AEL•BEL 
~0 C!!NTI"'LIE 

RETURN 
100 oe 110 1•1•"'"' 
11.0 RIII•AIII•Bill 

R[TUIIN 
END 

"' MSA 
IJ& 

A 

ENTRY 
L:H&i! 

:7 
:go 

00071Tl 
OOODITl 
0017CTI 

ooo.-cr, 

IIIPS~otC 

00~] 15 
0075 140 

11 
J 
BEL 

a· 

---· 

---·- -----

SCALAR MAP 

00081 T i- . l'lfiA ·- "ooosc r 1 11SB 
OOOEITI I ----- QOOFcl_l __ IJR ·-· 
00111 T I 

..•.. - ·- ANWAY MAP 

OOOSITI R 00061TI 

EXTERNAL PHDCEDURES 

L IHL1 LlHRJ LIHL2 Ll'I~Ll 

LAI:IEL 11AP 

0009 1100 007F 120 
0032 :so 00~2 160 

01)10 :10 
00'11) :70 

I>IIDCEDUAE BLeCK LENGTioll OOAB 
DATA BLeCK LE"GT~o41 0010 
T!ITAL PReGAAM LENQT~otl OOC5 
0 ERRaRS 

OllOAITl 
00101T I 

LlHS3 

0018 135 
0050 :so 

MOOco2oo H 
M0020210 15 
M0020220 16 
M0020230 17 
M0020c~to 18 
M0020250 1~ 
M0020260 20 
t'\0020270 21 
l'ioo20280 22 
110020290 23 
M0020300 2'1 
H0020310 25 
110020320 26 
110020330 27 
M002031i0 zs 
110020350 29 ... 
110020360 30 

NM 
IJA 

.00081 T I MTEST 
_OOU l !I __ AEL _ 

LlHR2 l'I:PBP 

0023 130 
0068 :110 

0021 
0081 

'-: 

·-----·-----'----

-----~----.,----

... -------------~.,-----

OOOCITI 
OOUITI ________ ----------·------

"' 

... ~.· 

f.l 

I..· 

_, 
.., ~ 

• 
_, .. 

.. _ ... c . ..:. .......... ~------------··--- V 

<;. 

..., 

\.. 

... 

c 
0 

C' 

~ 

-D i 
·V.. 

c 
--J}: .. 

.... ' 

"" 
..... 

a 



_, 

v 

c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c. 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

.• C 
c 
c 
c 

PRCGRA~: C~YSTAL COORDINATES 
' T~[S PROGqAM ~XPRESS(S. THE ATOMIC COORDINATES AND T~E 
. DIRECTIONS OF TM£ UNIT CELL AXES AND REClPH~CAL AXES IN THE 

GLASS PLATE FHAMEo 
I~PUT: THE R"TATI~N MAfR[X FROM ROTATION IS l~TERED IN 
COLUMN FOQM, ~EXT C~MES THE VALUES OF THETA ANO PHI INOT 
V AND ~~ r~R TH~ RFCIPH"CAL UNIT CELL AXES A••~••C•• lN 
tHAT ORD£q, THEN CeMES THE VALUES FOR THE LENGTHS OF THE 
~NI1 CELL AXFS A,B,~. N, THE NUMijER ~F AT~HS1 IS lNTEHEO• 
FOLLO~fD ~v· THE UNIT CELL COORDINATES OF. EACH ATOM IEXPHESS• 
ED AS FRACTI~NSol 

OUTPUT: THE OlqECT[ON C~SINES OF THE UNIT ClLL AXiS AND 
HECIPReCAL AXES IN THE GLASS PLATE FRAME• THESE AHE 
F!!LL0"E0 BY THE AT!lMIC C~UHOl~ATES IN THE GLASS PLATE.f'RAME•._.U ... TH .. 
FOLLO-FD 8Y THE ATeM!C COORDINATES IN THE ULASij PLATE FRA~E• 
AT THE RIG~T-APPEAR THE ATOMIC COORDINATES IN THE U~lT 
CFLL FRAM~ !EXPRESSED IN A~GSTHUMSio 
DIMENSION 413,)1,RIJ,31•Dil•11•SI3•31•A1191•81191,C1191 
OJM~hSION CI3•31•E131311Ell911fl31lllf11911S11JIID1131 
OI>'ENS!ON ASIJ•li•RSI3,31•CSI3•li•AS1·191•8Sli!II•CS1l!l.l. .. 
DI~E~SI6~ A~I3•JI•GBIJ•li•GCI3•111GA11311GB11JIIGC1131 

0" 20 1•1·3 
REA 0 I 5, 10 I 6 I 1 1 I I 1 A I 2' I I • A I ;J• J.l .... 

10 FORMATI~10o5,F10o5•F10e51 
20 COr-;TINU£ 

De 5tO 1•1•3 
R£A015,151Ti?tP2 

15 F6RMATIF1~o~,r10i51 
T2R•T2•J•I-1593/1RO• 
P2R•P2•3•1it1593/180e 

310 
510 

7DO 

Sit' I I•COSI T::>RI•SINIP?RI ----- ---------··--··-------
812•l1•91NIT2RI•SI~IP2RI 
SIJ•II•CCSIP?.RI 
WR!TEIR•3101T2•P2 
F'I!RMATI/27~< vECTI!R _H48 ANGLES ... JH£.TA• ... -~F10.•5.•1!.1.t . .ftj_L!' ... •F'1_0•.&1. 
CO'<TINUl . 
DO 700 J•l•l 
ASIJili•SfJ•l I 
BSIJ•li•SfJ,?.I 
CSIJil I•SIJ•31 
CO'ITI~U£ 

l ··-

CALL ARRAYI2•J•l•JjJ,Al•AI 
CALL ARRAYI?•J•l•l•I•ASI,ASI 
CALL AR~A Y I ?1 3• I 1 l1 I 1 !lSI• ijS I -- --------·-- ------ ......... ..... . . .. ·-----. 
CALL ARRAVI?.•3•1•l•I•CSI,CSI 
CALL MPR0fAI,ASI•~A1•3•3•0•D•ll 
CALL 01DR01Al•ASI•GB1,3•3•0•0•11 
CALL MPRDIAI,C51•GC1,J,J,U•0•11 
CALL A~RAYI1•1•1•3•1•~A1•GAi 
CALL 4RRAYI1•3•1•3•1•GRI•G81 
CALL ARR~Yf1•l•1•3•1•GC1•GCI 
WRITE 18• 93 I 

93 F6RMATI//;16H I!LD VECT~R WAS 

86 
705 

11)8 

DO 705 1•1•3 
WR1TEI81RIIISI 1di•Sf21! 1•613•11 . 
FORMAT11HO•E15•8•5X•El5•8•5X,£15•8~ 
CONTir;UE 
IIRIT£18•1081 
FOPMATI/I/22H FULL ROTATIO~.HATRIX .1 

. --··- --- --·-- .. --------- .. ..=:. _ _.,:...._ ___ .._ 

1 
2 

.3 

it 
5 
6. 

7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
H 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 

22 
23 
2 .. 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
JO 
31 
32 
33 
3 .. 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
.. D 
H 
lt2 
It) 

H 
.. s 
lt6 
47 
lt8 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
5" 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 

~ 

"-

.. 
('• 

w 

" ., 

"' 
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c 
c 

106 
110 

600 

61)3 

710 

715 

720 

72!5 

730 

735 

7-0 

H5 

750 

755 

800 

701 

8.?0 

80!5 

;,;;- i 

oe uo J•t•J 
WRJTEI811061AI Iili1AC l•i?I1AC 1•31 
F~R~AT11HOtE15•815X,E15•81~X•E15•81 
CO>.T I !jU£ 
WRITE C81600I 
F~RMAT(//IOH ASTAR JS I 
Wll ITE '8 I 61)) I 13 41 1 I 1 I I G" i? I 11 I GA I 31 11 
F~R~AT11~1,E15•8•SX,E15•815X•£15•81 
WRIT£11!•7101 
Fe~MAlii/10M ijSTAR IS I 
wll IT E I 81 71 5.1 G R 1·1, I I •.GB I 21 1 I 1GB I 31 11 
FO~MATI1M?~£1~•8~5X,[15•8T~X,E15•81 
WRITE I~~ 7l'O I 
FO~MATII/1QM CSTAH IS I 
~R!Tl1H17?51GCI1•11•GCI~•li•GCI3•11 
FO~~ATI1MO,E15•8•SX,£15•815X,ll~•81 
AXI•G8121II•GCIJ,11•GBI3•11•6CI''11 
AX~•GBIJ•II•5CI1•li•GSI1•11•GCI~•11 
A XJ•C.B I 1' I I•GC I z, I I•G8 I i?' 11•GC I 11 11 
8Xt•GCI21li•GAIJI11•GCI3•11•GA121ll 
8 X<? •GC I 3, I I •r.A I 1, 11. •GC I 111 I4GA I 311 I 
8~3•GCI1•11•GA12•11•r.Cii?lli•GAI11ll 

.<ClCI.•GAI i!1 II•GBI3•11•GA 131 li•C.BI 2• 11 
~lC2•GAI3•11•G811111•GAC11li•GSC31ll 
CXJ•GA11•11•GBI2•11•GAI21li•G811111 
A~O•IAX1•AX1+AXi?•AXi?+AX3•AXJJ•••5 
8XD•IBX1•Bi1+BX2•8X2•BXJ•SX31••~5 
CXD•ICX1•CX1+CX2•CX2+C~3•CX31•••5. 
Ayt•AXl/AXD 
AYi?•AX2/AX0 
AY3•AX3/AXI') 
8'1'1•1:'X1/EIXI) 
8Yi?•8X2/BlCO 
8Y3•RlCJ/8XO 
CY!•CX!ICXO 
CYi?•CX2/CXO 
CYJ•CXJ/CXI) 
WRIT£1817301 
F6~MATI//5H A IS I 
WRITfC8•7351AYt,~Y21~YJ 
FOR~ATI1HOtE15•8•5X,El5•8•5X1E15•81 
WRITE ll'•7•0 I 
FORMATI/15~ 8 IS l 
WlliTE18•7•518YI,BY218Y3 .. 
FO~MATI(hQ,£15•81SX,El5•815XIl15•81 
WRJTEC81 7')')1 
F~RMATI//5M C IS I 
WR!TE18•7551CY1,CYi!•CY3 _ 
F6RMATI1~Q,£15•8•5X,E15•8•SX,E15•81 
REA015,80~1UA•U~1UC 
FnRMATIF10o5,F10•5,F10•51 
REA0(5,7011N 
F!JRMH!Ill 
WR !TE I 8• 8.?0 I 
FORMATI//2-~ ATOHIC cn6R01NATES ARE I 
DO 900 I•t•"~ 
R~A0!5,8051CA1•C81#CC1 
FOR~ATIF10o5,F10•5iF10•51 
CMANGI~G THE NEXT THREE CARDS PERMITS FJNOl~G COO~U• 
OF SY~HETRV RELATEO H6LEtULES IN JHE UNIT tELL 
CA•CAl . 
tB•C81 

60 
61 -
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
70 
71 
72 
73 
74 
75 
76 
77 
78 
79 
80 
81 
82 
83 
8<1 
85 
86 
87 
88 
89 
90 
91 
92 
93 
94 
95 
96 
97 
98. 
99 
100 - . 

101 
102 
103 
1011 
105 
106 
107 
lOll 
109 
110 
111 
112 
113 
1U 
115 
116 
117 
1111 
119 
120 
121 

"' 

("> 

;... 

., 

.. 
" 

-------· '"' 

( 

w 

___, 
~ 
w 
I 



t:: ...... 

/ 

.. 

CC•CC1 
CCA•UhCA 
CC!I•liB•CB 
CCC•UC•CC 
X•CCA•AY1+CC8•RY1+~C~•C~1 

.. - ·-· - ----·· -···· ·----.-
Y•CCA•AY2+CCII•BV2+CCC•CY2 
Z•CCA•AYJ+CCB•BYJ+CCC•CYJ 
~RITE18•8301X•Y•Z•CCA•CCB,CCC .... __ . ... . . ____ . 

122 
123 
12'1 
125 
.126 

830 FeR~ATI1~Q,F11•5•5X•Fl1•5•5X,Fll•5•15X•F11•5•2X•F11•5•2XIF1l•51 

127 
128 
129 
130 

900 CeNT! NUE .... -...... -- .... -· . ---. ----·-·· ....... ·-------- .. 
END 

SCALAR MAP 

00101TI T2 00151TI P2 00181 T I Ti!W . 
AXl 00221Tl AX2 00261Tl AX3 002::11ll I:IXl .. 
Cxt 00351TI CX2 00381Tl CXJ OOJBITI AXD 
AY1 00471TI AY2 OOHI T I AYJ OO'IDITI IIYl 
CYl 00591Tl CY2 005CITI CYJ 005FITI UA 
N 006111Tl CAl 006Cf T I CS1 006fiTI CCI 
cc 00781Tl CCA 007EITI CCII 00811ll CCC 
z OOI!OITI 

- ·····-. . ··-····· ARRA)'_ MAP 

A 00981TI 8 00831Tl 0 OOCEtTI s - -----
015E1Ti Ct 

81 
881 
081 

ce: 
L.l441'11 
L.l448J 

20 
705 
7t0 
7115 
!105 

01281TI 
01CAITI 
02'1BITI 
02421 T I 

Sll 
L.lH01 
L.l'l"' 

00'10 llO 
01CD :116 
027A 171'5 
o•oo : 1!10 
0571 11130 

c 
01 
C81 
GC1 

OlltJI T l E 
010JITI AS -·- . 
02631T I GA 
02A81Tl 

ARRAY 
L.lHRJ 
L.l'IUJ 

11PRO 
L.:HtiJ 
L.IHEl 

OuJ6 510 11008 
OlBE 1011 0100 
Oi'A6 720 .02C1 
-D•F7. 755 OSOE 
0_5FE 

PReCEOUR~ BLeCK LENOTHt 
DATA I:IL~CK LENGTH! . 
TeTAL PReORAI1 LE"'OTHI 

062C. 
028'1 
OBEO .. 

0 ERReR8 

E1 
01DCITI BS -····-

... 

027EITI 01:1 

EXT~RNAL. PHUC~UURE8 

~ RES 
L. 'IIIR2 
L. '11103 

L. BtiG 
L. 81:1!>2 
L. 811)( 

LABt:L _I'IAI' 

115 0055 1310 
1110 OU!:» ·1106 
I 72!:1 ___ Oi!Et:: 17JO 
1800 O!:IJO i70l 

OOIAITI f'2H 
OOZCITI RX2 
OOlEITl BXO 
00501 T f IIY2 
00621TI UB 
00721TI CA 
OOBitiTl X·;· 

OOD71TI A1 
01791Tl F 

OOlEITI 
002FITI 
OOHITI 
00531TI 
00651TI 
00751Tl 
0087CTI 

131 .. -· -·. -· 
132 

J 
BXJ 
cxo 
8Y3 
uc 
ce .. y 

81 . 
F 1 . 

00211Tl 
_00321Tl 

OOHITl 
00561fl 
00681fl 
00781TI 
00811 IT l 

01F71T 1. cs 

OOF2CTI 
019'1CTI 
02121Tl 
02901TI 

A 51 
GAl 

010DITI 
-OlAFITl 
02201Tl 
02991TI 02871 t l 

L.lBBW 
LI88C2 

OOBC 
0216 
0'195 
05H 

GC 

700 
600 
735 
820 

LIBBC 
LlHL2 

0107 
023'1 
ouc 
055 .. 

LlHL.J 
L:HI'I2 

93 
603 
7'1.0 
900 

0118 
0260 
011C6 
0618 
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